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ABSTRACT
Hobeika, Antoine George, Ph.D., Purdue University, August,
1973. Operational Planning of Fixed-Route and Demand-
Responsive Bus Systems in Greater Lafayette Area. Major
Professor: Gilbert T. Satterly, Jr.
Many small urban areas in the United States are trying
to revive their bus public transportation. Some of them
are intending to implement, in addition to the conventional
bus system, a new bus system that has close attributes to
the automobile, a demand- responsive system known as Dial-
A-Ride. The Greater Lafayette Area in Indiana, is one of
these small urban areas. This research suggests the proper
combination of two bus modes, the fixed-route and the
demand-responsive bus systems, that best serves the various
demand levels at a level of service required by the
customer, using Greater Lafayette Area as a case study.
A simplified procedure was developed to design the
fixed route of the bus system of the Greater Lafayette
Area. Fifteen buses of 25 to 30 passenger seats running
at half hour headways are needed to provide a mean level
of service of 2.3 to 2.5 times the mean auto travel time.
The level of service was measured by the total time spent
by the users on the bus system.
xii
Computer simulation was used to duplicate the
operations of the Dial-A-Ride system in real environment.
The system operates on many-to-many basis (many origins
to many destinations) with computer dispatching. The
number of small buses needed to satisfy the demand levels
of 30 calls per hour to 150 calls per hour had been
investigated for different levels of service.
Cost comparisons of the two systems provided the
feasible operation of the two bus modes for various demand
levels under the same level of service. The results show
that the fixed-route system best serves the high demands,
demands that are greater than 90 persons per hour. The
Dial-A-Ride system best serves the lower demands, demands
of 90 calls per hour and less.
No generalization of the results could be reached at
this point in time, except for small urban areas similar
in size and in structure to Greater Lafayette Area.
CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
Urban Transportation Problems
Scientific and technological developments have pro-
foundly altered man's institutions, his life style, and
his aspirations in the last several generations. The
technological developments brought about by the transport
industries were the main forces behind these changes.
This research concentrated mainly on intra-urban passenger
transportation and its role as an urban-shaping force.
Movement of goods, though equally important, was beyond
the scope of this study.
According to Lyle C. Fitch, American cities, which
originally were closely clustered around oceans or river-
ports, have been conditioned as to development, shape and
life by a series of transportation technological develop-
ments. Fitch describes the four major transportation
developments as follows:
First was the railroad, which freed industry
and commerce from exclusive dependence on ports,
linked cities with hinterlands and other cities.
The railroad encouraged suburban towns to
develop along radial lines from the city core .
A second major technol goi cal development
was the high speed elevator which spread cities
into the third dimension. It made possible
great increases in land-use densities, and
created problems of Integrating horizontal and
vertical movement.
Third was the motor vehicle; 1t loosened
the bonds which historically had tied many
activities to the central city and transformed
drastically the city-suburban structure and
i ts f uncti ons
.
Fourth was the airplane; though it is not
a significant intra-urban transportation mode,
it has had several important urban-shaping
effects. Air transportation links many urban
residents more closely to the outside world in
ways that affect their working and living
patterns. Large city airports tend to become
major subcentres because they are large
employers themselves and because they attract
many different types of economic activity (4).*
In spite of all the technological developments, the
transportation system is one of the many things which
presently seem to be growing no better in urban regions.
The transportation system offers nearly a mile of street
or road for every square mile of land and yet, provides no
relief from time-consuming, and wasteful congestion.
The transportation system lays out new freeways to
accommodate the increase in number of cars in growing
cities and suburbs, and in doing so disrupts the neighbor-
hood, damages the countryside, and fouls the air with
exhaust from automobiles. In addition, the transportation
system could not find a way to prevent the death of 50,000
people each year on highways and streets.
Numbers in parentheses refer to entries in the List of
References .
These pressing problems in the transportation system
were so apparent in the last decade that they required
action from the presidents of the United States.
President John F. Kennedy was the first president to
send a special message to Congress on the subject of trans
portation. In his message, "The Transportation System of
Our Nation," on April 5, 1962, he comments on the urban
transportation problems as follows:
Our national welfare therefore requires the
provision of good urban transportation, with
the properly balanced use of private vehicles
and modern mass transport to help shape, as
well as serve, urban growth (12).
President Lyndon B. Johnson, in his message "Trans-
portation for America" to the congress on March 2, 1966,
summarizes the shortcomings of the transportation system:
America today lacks a coordinated transpor-
tation system that permits travellers and
goods to move conveniently and efficiently
from one means of transportation to another,
using the best characteristics of each (11).
President Richard M. Nixon, in a proclamation on
March 31 , 1971 , said:
We are now entering into a new era in
transportation, an era in which our national
mobility will demand the continued conquest
of time and space; yet, our national
conscience will not longer permit irreparable
damage to our land, our environment, or the
social fabric of our communities. It is in
this light that transportation faces its
challenge of the future.
To meet that challenge, we will need a
wholly, balanced transportation system - a
system that provides our citizens with the
ability to choose the most efficient means of
transportation at the least possible cost to
themselves and to the environment. I ask for
the help of all citizens in achieving this
goal (16).
A coordinated and balanced transportation system seems
to be the answer to the transport problems in American
cities. But many experts do not fully support this
answer. On one side, the environmentalists and the
ecologists think that the American public and the auto-
mobile are in a life and death struggle. According to
ecologist Kenneth P. Cantor:
The car is robbing the American people of
their land, air, minds, and their \ery lifes.
It is becoming increasingly clear that the
solution of the transportation-automobile
problem is of high priority if we are to come
to terms with the environment and with our-
selves (2).
A. Q. Mowbray, in his book Road to Ruin, asks to take
the streets away from the private automobile in American
cities and give them back to the people. He considers
that such a step would be judged insane by the society,
but he believes that it must be taken someday to save the
1 i ves of the peopl e
:
Population grows, asphalt spreads, and land
diminishes, and there is a finite end to it
all. Long before the limit is reached, the
environment will have become utterly hostile
to human 1 i f e (14).
On the other side, the road and auto advocates
consider that the backbone of the economic growth of the
United States is the vast networks of highways and
Interstate roads. A study financed by American Association
of State Highway Officials (A.A.S.H.O.) shows clearly that:
The automobile is by far the most important
mode of travel to the American household. . .
Nearly all change in family situations and
community developments tend to increase the
use of the automobile, leading to the con-
clusion that the automobile will become even
more important in the years ahead.
There appears to be close 'ego-involvement'
with the automobile as a way of life.
The attitude toward existing public trans-
portation service and facilities tend to be
generally negative than positive (15).
The report concludes that "highways will be the dominant
force and a major transportation mode in all areas of the
United States for years to come."
The transportation mode that will be dominant in the
future remains a matter of considerable debate. However,
many experts feel that a proper mix of the different
transportation modes would attempt to solve the transport
problem in most American cities. The ideal, of course,
would be to have each of the general modes - private
transport and mass transport - do the job that it does
best. Private transport, known for Its extreme flexibility,
comfort, speed, and privacy will probably remain the type
of transportation most desirable and most economical for
both individual and society as a whole for a wide variety
of trips involving metropolitan areas. Where many persons
must use the same space at the same time, mass transport,
because of Its economical use of space and its ability to
handle large numbers of people, is generally deemed to
have the advantage as far as the effective use of space-
resources is concerned (20). At the same time, public
transport is a necessity for those people who cannot, or
choose not, to drive to achieve their travel needs.
Clearly there is a need for the proper combination of
facilities and hardware in the transport systems. How this
proper combination can be achieved is still a matter of
discussion and research among the experts in the field of
transportati on
.
The first step taken by the federal government to
assist in achieving a balanced transportation system was
initiated through the passage of the legislation of The
Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964. The legislation
was signed into law by President Johnson on July 9, 1964.
The program provides federal grants to assist public
agencies and local bodies in providing capital facilities
and equipment for use in public transportation service in
urban areas. The legislation allows the federal government
to contribute up to two-thirds of the cost of new equip-
ment and facilities. The other one-third of the cost must
be provided by local funds. The legislation specified that
a continuing program of comprehensive planning is necessary
in any given city or metropolitan area in order for it to
qualify for the capital grants. This financial Incentive
reinforces the new federal policy of coordinating transport
programs with other aspects of urban development.
Federal money is also available through the 1964 Act
to Research, Development and Demonstration Projects which
"will assist in the reduction of urban transportation needs,
the improvement of mass transportation service, or the
contribution of such services toward meeting total urban
transportation needs at minimum cost" (22). The 1966
Amendments to the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964
made federal money also available, on a matching basis,
for the technical studies that are required before
application for a federal capital grant can be initiated.
Aid was also provided for a new program of management-
training grants, thus recognizing the vital need to improve
the caliber of management in the mass-transit field. Aid
programs to colleges and universities were also provided
for research and training to foster comprehensive studies
on urban transportation problems.
Problem Statement
Public transportation in the Greater Lafayette Area
of Indiana prior to April 1973, gives a typical example
of the decline of transit operations in small cities.
With the advent of the automobile, people were no longer
restricted to walking distances or specific transit routes
The automobile gave them total flexibility in movement
and in choice of residence. This dependence upon the
automobile led to urban sprawl, and to the dispersion of
urban activities, resulting in an increase of spatial
separation between people and activities.
The past and existing transit systems, being
structured mainly to serve the downtown area or central
business district, were unable to meet the basic change
in the demand structure for movement in the city. Loss
of patronage to the transit system resulted, and people
became more and more dependent on the automobile to
satisfy their travel needs. This continuous decline in
transit patronage resulted in continuous decrease in
passenger revenues, and coupled with continuous increase
in operating costs, resulted in a transit system that is
not economically viable. Being economically infeasible,
combined with the inability of transit management to
modify the system to meet public demand, resulted in
curtailment in the transit routes, and finally to its
abandonment to public ownership. The deterioration of
public transportation has left a portion of urban citizens
at a disadvantage in achieving their travel needs. The
group of citizens that are dependent upon public
transportation for movement include: 1) the elderly who
cannot or choose not to drive; 2) the young; 3) the
secondary worker and the housewife with no automobile
available for their tripmaking; and 4) the poor. Depriving
these people of complete mobility limits their social,
economic, and cultural opportunities and makes the quality
of their urban life miserable in comparison with the other
more mobile groups of the community.
The city of Lafayette agreed to the assumption of the
public transportation system in the Greater Lafayette Area
in July 1970. The elected officials of the two cities
then formed a Mass Transit Authority which took over the
operation of the bus system in the latter part of 1971.
When the Authority took over the operation, it found
that there was no equipment that could be termed safe for
operation. The newest bus was at least twenty years old
and there were at least three breakdowns a day on the
routes. The bus system was composed of six buses operating
on four fixed routes. According to a study done in
November 19 70, the ridership on the system amounted to less
than a thousand persons on the average day. Most of these
riders were captive riders. That is to say the riders had
no other alternative for making their trip. ^lery few, if
any, of the ridership desired to use public transportation
in the Greater Lafayette Area. They simply had no other
means of transportation.
This attitude toward the existing bus system is
explainable by the fact that most of the riders were dis-
contented with the level of service provided and with the
condition of equipment.
10
The city officials recognizing the plight they were
in, directed the Mass Transit Authority to implement a
new bus system in the city. The Mass Transit Authority
agreed to buy 16 new middle size buses to operate on
fixed routes during the peak hours, and 10 small buses to
operate on dynamic and flexible routes on the off-peak
hours using the demand-responsive bus concept, usually
known as Dial-A-Ride. To obtain the money needed to re-
build the system the Authority applied for the federal
money available for the two-thirds of the capital invest-
ments provided by the Urban Mass Transportation Act of
1964. The local matching money was obtained from general
obligation bonds bought by the local banks and will be
repaid by means of general tax revenues.
Purpose and Scope of the Study
The main purpose of this study was to investigate the
proper combination of fixed-route and demand-responsive
bus systems that would best serve different demand levels
at a required or given level of service. In achieving
this purpose four objectives were developed.
The first objective was to develop a methodology for
the design of the fixed-routes of a bus system in a small
urban area . This methodology was used to
develop the fixed-routes of the Greater Lafayette Area
bus system, using the number of buses available for
11
service. Fifteen buses, following the recommendation of
the Greater Lafayette Bus Transit Study were available for
the new service. Factors needed for the design such as
the characteristics of the Greater Lafayette Area and of
the old bus system were also included in the analysis.
The second objective was to predict the number of
buses required to provide a demand-responsive bus system
in off-peak periods in the Greater Lafayette Area. The
system as planned will operate on many-to-many basis
(many origins to many destinations) with computerized
dispatching. This was studied for different demand levels
and various levels of service required by the customers.
Computer simulation was used to duplicate the real world
environment, to evaluate the system, and to arrive at some
operating decisions for real performance.
The third objective was to make cost comparisons
between the two bus systems and to find out which system
would be cheaper to implement for the different demand
levels. The cost elements of each system were also
identified. The costs were divided into capital costs and
operati ng costs .
The fourth and last function was to evaluate the
proper combination of the two systems.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORKS
Fixed-Route Bus System
Public transportation may be divided into four main
subsystems: the demand subsystem, the management and
control subsystem, the operative subsystem, and the
physical subsystem. This division is depicted graphically
in Fi gure 2-1
.
The demand subsystem is the most Important function of
the mass transit Industry because it determines the success
as well as the failure of the system. One of the main
objectives of transit management is to monitor the
attitudes of the public with respect to the service, to
find out means of attracting the non-user and to forecast
the future demand. Extensive research has been done in
the area of demand evaluation and demand forecasting for
public transports. Estimates for the future demand for
public transportation have been incorporated as part of
the continuing comprehensive transportation planning
process for urban areas. The main consideration is to
find out how many of the total generated trips for a
certain study area will go by public mass transit or by
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have been developed to estimate the future intra-city
travel demand by alternative modes of transportation is
"modal split." These models have used different factors
in determining the "modal split." However, the
significant factors could be grouped into three major
categories: 1) characteristics of the trip, 2) character-
istics of the trip-maker, 3) characteristics of the
transportation system (3).
In this study, no attempt was made to estimate the
demand for public transportation at a future date for
Lafayette, Indiana. It is considered that any survey
analysis of the public attitudes with the existing
deteriorated bus system would lead to biased conclusions.
Instead, a range of values of the feasible demand set was
considered in the design of the demand-responsive bus
system. The fixed-route bus system is considered to be
inelastic to low demand volumes usually existent in small
urban areas, with respect to the route's development. It
is rather affected by the demand distribution which was
used in developing the fixed routes of the bus system.
Little attention has been given to the management and
control subsystem of public transportation. A handbook for
small cities on mass transit management (23) had been
published by the Institute for Urban Transportation,
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. The aim of the
handbook is to provide information for the management of
15
small transit systems particularly found in smaller cities
in the United States. It emphasizes that management should
provide a service quality that meets the consumer needs
and desires at a cost carefully calculated and controlled,
rather than to provide a minimum of servide at the lowest
possible cost. The MITRE Corporation under the sponsor-
ship of the Office of Research, Devel opment ,and
Demonstration, Urban Transportation Administration, had
developed a Run Cutting and Scheduling (RUCUS) computer
package (18) to assist the management of large transport
systems in sheet development, vehicle scheduling, and
driver run cutting. Rescheduling of transit property,
which occurs two to four times a year, requires the
revision of timetables based on ridership patterns and
then the reallocation of transit company resources -
vehicles and drivers - to the revised time tables. Computer-
ization of these activities would save extensive amounts
of time spent on these tasks by the experienced people of
the scheduling department. This research did not discuss
the management and control function of the transit system
because it is outside the scope of its study.
The physical subsystem has been receiving a great
deal of attention lately, especially in large urban areas.
Improvements in the design of transit equipment,
communication equipment, and transfer facilities are very
carefully studied and extensive research is still going on
16
in this area. The Chicago Transit Authority had developed
a communication and surveillance system to control the
proper headways between buses and to eliminate unnecessary
delays at the different routes of the bus system. Traffic
management for bus priority treatments (13) has been
increasingly studied and implemented throughout the world.
Its aim is to improve the service quality of bus transit
bringing rapid transit to many large communities. These
priority treatments include reserved bus lanes on downt°wn
city streets, special bus streets, contra-flow bus lanes
on expressways, special bus lanes on freeways, special bus
ramps for express bus service, metered freeway ramps with
bypass lanes provided for buses and many others. They are
mainly found or proposed in large American cities. The
greater Lafayette Area will not require in the near future
these specialized treatments due to the dimensions of its
area, the dimensions of its traffic volume and the
dimensions of its bus use.
The operative subsystem 1s one area which has remained
relatively untouched. The system-wide configuration of
bus routes, which is the working skeleton of the transit
system, has received little study. The bus routes are
being developed on a qualitative basis, using a number of
routing and operating criteria to judge the route network.
Computer simulation has been used to evaluate the operation
of a specific bus route after it has been designed and
17
Implemented. After the actual demand on the bus-route
has been gathered, sensitivity analysis through computer
simulation would allow the modification of the schedules
and initial timetables to achieve the desired quality of
service required by the consumers. Testing of alternative
route configurations through computer simulation to choose
the optimum system had been investigated (24). It was
found to be ineffective, requiring an extensive amount of
computer time and offering no better results than
qualitative evaluation. A man-computer interactive graphic
system, (17) developed at the University of Washington,
was applied to a series of experiments designed to Identify
the characteristics of high-performance bus rapid transit
(BRT) systems for CBD-bound clientele which reside in a
generalized suburban corridor. A man-computer interaction
for bus-route problem solving could lead to valuable,
efficient exploration of the different feasible solutions
for large transit systems. This research used the systems
analysis approach to develop the different bus-route
configurations. It included the definition of the system
objectives, the determination of its evaluating criteria,
the development and testing of the different route
alternatives, and the choice of the best system.
18
Demand-Responsive Bus System
In contrast to fixed-route bus system, a substantial
amount of research has been completed on demand-responsive
bus systems. The new concept was initially studied by a
group of students at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology while taking an interdepartmental course in
the design of an integrated, evolutionary urban
transportation system (7). The concept was named "The
Genie System." The Genie System made use of low capacity
vehicles operating without a fixed route or fixed schedule
in suburban areas (low and medium density.) Both route
and schedule for all vehicles are decided by a computer
reviewing the instantaneous state of demand. This sytem
was designed to provide a level of service almost up to
the taxi standard (door-to-door service) but with cost
greatly reduced by using mul ti -passenger vehicles. The
scope of the Genie system had been limited to the many-to-
one, one-to-many problems.
The new concept had received a great deal of attention
and acceptance among transportation researchers in
universities and in private industries. At Northwestern
University a group of graduate students had investigated
the feasibility of door-to-door bus service to both dis-
persed origins and destinations (many-to-many problem)
through computer simulation. The simulation model of their
demand-scheduled bus system (DSB) (18) assumed a model city
19
with equally spaced, parallel streets where the buses
travel either east or west on the grid before travelling
north or south. The decision rules, which assign
passengers to the buses, were developed to make the
assigning and scheduling process as close to optimal as
possible.
In addition, separate research of the system had been
developed by the Westlnghouse Air Brake Company (WABCO),
General Motors Research Laboratory (GMRL), and Ford
Transportation Research and Planning Office. This illustrates
the interest of the private industries in the new concept.
In all the research, computer simulation had been used to
evaluate such systems and to arrive at some operating
decisions for a real performance or demonstration project.
Each group working in this area had proposed somewhat
different algorithms for the routing and scheduling of
vehicles. As the success of a demand-responsive system
might well be, within the routing and scheduling ability,
a critical review was made of the different routing and
scheduling algorithms, highlighting their differences,
similarities, and possible limitations (10).
The Transportation Research Department of General
Motors Research Laboratories had also conducted a number
of research studies to evaluate the technical and economic
feasibility and the potential social and political
acceptance of such a system within the environment of a
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selected case study community. The Transportation Research
and Planning Office of Ford Motor Company had done similar
research in the area and is acting as technical advisor to
certain demonstration experiments, such as the Ann Arbor,
Michigan, Dial-A-Ride experiment.
The most extensive research done in this area is the
one carried out lately by the several academic departments
and the special laboratories of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The work was initially sponsored through the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and later
supported by the U.S. Department of Transportation. About
seventy people at M.I.T. were involved in the project.
The project was concerned with the evaluation, planning,
design, and implementation of demand-responsive "Dial-A-
Ride" transportation systems. Around eighteen reports
were published to discuss the different research concepts.
This study used the computer simulation package
developed at M.I.T. for the design of a Dial-A-Ride system.
It is considered at present to be the best available
computer simulation of such a system. In addition, it was
accessible to the author, and it was easy to adopt to the
computer hardware of Purdue University. The use of the
simulation model for the design of the Greater Lafayette
Area "Dial-A-Ride" system will be discussed in detail in
chapter six of this study.
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The D1al-A-Ride system has been carried from the
concept stage Into practical application over the past
few years. Several Dial-A-Ride systems have been operating
in North America and Europe. Some of them are listed
bel ow
:
A demand-responsive bus service was first tried in
North America in 1964 in Peoria, Illinois, as a weekday
subscriber service to take workers from their homes to a
factory in the morning and back again at night.
In 1969, 1n Mansfield, a town of 60,000 in Ohio, the
private transit operator experimented with a "Dial-A-Ride"
service linking a residential neighborhood to the town's
business district. Via a radio-telephone hook-up,
passengers whose homes were off the regular route could
arrange to be picked up by dialing directly through to
the bus driver, who doubled as a dispatcher.
In July, 1970, the Ontario Government introduced a
Dial-A-Bus experiment in Bay Ridges, a residential
community of 15,000, as a feeder system for the GO Transit
commuter rail line. Dial-A-Bus has succeeded there not
only as a feeder system, but also as this community's
first internal public transit system.
The experiment in Regina, Saskatchewan's capital
city, was a joint effort by municipal, provincial and
federal governments. The city has a population of 145,000
and a typical low density of 5,000 persons per square mile.
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Dial-A-Bus was introduced in 1971 to replace some bus
lines where sagging patronage was creating large deficits.
The United States Department of Transportation, Urban
Mass Transportation Administration and the New Jersey
Department of Transportation, who is the demonstration
sponsor, has approved a Dial-A-Ride project for Haddonfield,
New Jersey, a suburb of Philadelphia. The service started
on February 19, 1972. It provides service from any place
to any place within the service area, (many-to-many). It
operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days a
year. The control system is operated manually, but it
is hoped that it will utlimately become computer-controlled.
The Mitre Corporation is evaluating the demonstration
from the service standpoint.
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CHAPTER 3: CONCEPTUALIZATION OF OPERATIONAL PLANNING OF
BUS SYSTEMS IN SMALL URBAN AREAS
Random Routes and Fixed Routes
A transportation system in an urban area is divided
into two main subsystems, private and public transportation
Private transportation can be described as a random-routes
system. With the existing street network in most urban
areas, a traveller going from point A to point B may
randomly choose his route from among many possible
alternative combination of links to reach his destination.
He is not constrained to a fixed rail or a road bed and he
has the ability to change or reverse his direction
according to his wish at any point on the system.
Public transportation, on the contrary, is identified
as a fixed-route system. The user has limited alternatives
to travel from point A to point B in the urban community.
The vehicle is usually constrained to a fixed rail, track,
or road bed. It operates on fixed schedules and stops at
definite points on the route. The user is not able to
change his direction as long as he is riding the same
vehicle. His desired line of travel is constrained by the
desired lines of travel of other users.
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Comparing the two systems, without looking to the
side effects, the private system stands out as being more
flexible, less time consuming, and more tailored to the
desires of its users than the public system. In short,
private transportation provides a better service to its
users .
Researchers and professionals in the field of public
transportation, in addition to their contribution to the
conventional fixed-route public transport systems, started
looking for new concepts that might provide some of the
advantages of the random-route system. Some of these new
concepts are the dual-mode system, the personalized rapid
transit, the moving sidewalks, and the demand-responsive
bus system - usually known as .Dial -A-Ride system. One of
the most promising new concepts is the Dial-A-Ride system
because it does not require a huge capital investment as
do the other concepts, and the technology needed for its
implementation is available.
The demand-responsive bus system operates essentially
like a shared taxi service. Taxi service, which is in
the domain of public transportation, is the closest to the
random-route system. It offers a door-to-door service,
and the customer has the perogative to go from any point
A to any point B in the urban area. The taxi, however, is
expensive to the customer, requires many drivers, and its
vehicle productivity is low. A demand-responsive bus
25
system would have a greater vehicle productivity (8 to 20
passengers per hour) depending on the demand level and
area size while it offers the same door-to-door service.
As with the taxi service, the customer calls the dis-
patching centre asking for service and gives both his
origin and his destination. A vehicle is assigned,
either by the dispatcher or through the help of a digital
computer, to pick up the customer. After the customer
boards the vehicle, he will be taken to his desired
destination. While on route, the vehicle will make minor
detours to pick up and drop off other passengers. Figure
3-1 shows the routing and scheduling spectrum of the Dial-
A-Ride regime with respect to the other conventional
public transport systems (5).
In its most sophisticated state, the many-to-many
Dial-A-Ride overlaps with the taxi regime. The only
important differences are the shared riding, slightly
longer travel time, and lower fares. However, there is a
large spectrum of potential Dial-A-Ride systems that offer
substantially less than full taxi service. These are
commonly referred to as many-to-one and many-to-few systems
Many-to-one indicates a focal point for the service such
as a town centre, rapid transit station, airport, medical
complex, or other major activity centres. The many-to-few
concept is an expanded system in which between two or more
focal points can be serviced.
26
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In order to assess the potential markets for the
feasible application of the Dial-A-Ride concept, a brief
look on the components of short-distance public transpor-
tation is necessary. Short-distance transportation
characterizes the intra-city movement, as opposed to long-
distance transportation which characterizes the inter-city
movements. All modes of short-distance transportation
have three main features in common: collection, line-haul ,
and distribution. In the random-route system, cars are
collected by the collectors and arterial streets, hauled
by the freeways, and distributed by the arterial streets.
The same concept applies for the movement of people by the
different modes of public transportation. Figure 3-2 shows
the characteristics of each of the three features of
short-distance public transportation and the different
feasible public modes to serve each of them. The list
does not include all the possible modes and concepts in
public transportation sincethe main aim in this exhibit
is to describe the feasible application of the Dial-A-Ride
concept .
From Figure 3-2 it can be seen that demand-responsive
bus system best serves the collection and distribution
spheres of public transportation. It can operate as a
line-haul collector and feeder and as a distributor to
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medical complexes, and others. In small cities and new
towns, where the line-haul movement does not exist and
the collection and distribution operations are close to
each other, the Dial-A-Ride concept would provide a
feasible public transportation alternative.
From Figure 3-2 it is also shown that other public
transportation modes such as the fixed-route bus system
and the taxi could provide a competitive alternative for
the deman-d-responsive bus system in the same market areas.
A brief discussion of the characteristics of each of the
three modes is presented to outline the differences in
their transportation role. Figure 3-3 shows the
transportation patterns and the travel desire patterns of
the th ree modes ( 23)
.
The three factors that determine the best operative
mode are the demand level, the area size, and the level of
service demanded by the customers. Taxi, as mentioned
before, provides the best level of service to the
customers, and the demand-responsive bus system provides
a better service than the fixed-route bus system. This
is irrespective of the demand level and the size of the
service areas. At high demand level and large area size,
the taxi would operate at a lower efficiency than the
fixed-route bus system. It would have to make a lot of
B to C type trips as shown in Figure 3-3, in which the
taxi would be empty for a sizeable portion of the operating
30
a. Diol-A-Ride Route and passenger _Desire__ Lines
C«— -_B
b. Conventional Bus Route and Passenger Desire Lines
B
c. Taxi Route and Passenger Desire Lines
B
^D
FIGURE 3-3 TRANSPORTATION PATTERNS AND
TRAVEL DESIRE PATTERNS (from ref. 23, p. i-a
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time. Thus, it would produce a low vehicle productivity
compared to the fixed-route bus system. Similarly, the
demand-responsive bus system, under these conditions,
would have to make a long circuitous route A-B-C-D etc.,
which would limit its ability to pick up other customers
on the way in order to secure the service guarantees of
its boarding passengers. Therefore, the fixed-route bus
system best serves the high demand level and the large
area size. The taxi, however, best serves the low demand
level and the small area size. Their low vehicle
productivity best fits such kind of an operation and, due
to their less sophisticated control system, they might
produce lower costs than the demand-responsive bus system
and the fixed-route bus system. The demand- responsive bus
system best serves the medium demand level and area size.
This will be analyzed and studied in detail in Chapter 6
.
Operational Planning
The two bus modes, the fixed-route and the demand-
responsive systems as discussed earlier provide a feasible
alternative for bus public transportation in small urban
areas. They best serve different demand levels and
different area size. However for a defined service area
the demand level for public transportation varies at
different times of the day. It increases sharply at
certain times, usually during the home-to-work and work-to^
3?
home travel periods, and it decreases and levels off at
other periods. The proper application of each of the two
modes to best serve the various demand levels remains a
problem to the transit planners. No real analysis and
experimentation has been done to find out the proper
combination of the two modes. Most of the Dial-A-Ride
experiments have been done either in separate service
areas that do not include a fixed-route bus system or it
has been implemented to serve part of an area that is
already covered by a fixed-route bus system. This study
investigated the application of a fixed-route bus system
during the peak periods, and the (many-to-many) Dial-A-
Ride system during the off-peak periods in Greater
Lafayette Area. The number of buses required by each mode
to operate at a certain level of service was determined.
Consequently the cost analysis of the two systems determined
the feasibility of their operation. Emphasis was also
placed on the operational planning used to achieve this
analysis.
Operational planning of bus systems has received
little attention by transit planners. Little is found in
the literature on how to design the system after it has
been conceived. This study developed a methodology for
the design of fixed routes of bus systems in small urban
areas. Although each study area has its own characteristics
that would require special design el ements, general design
33
procedures can be developed to apply to most small urban
areas .
The planning process used to design the two bus
systems is outlined in Figure 3-4.
The demographic and non-demographic characteristics
of the study area v/ere studied first. They play an
important role in the design of the two bus systems. They
constrain as well as shape the development of the two
systems. The physical function determines the origins
and the destinations of demand in space. The demand function
was considered independent of the operative function and no
attempt was made to explore the effect of different
operating policies on demand level. A demand value was
chosen out of all possible values of the demand set and
various levels of service were investigated to meet that
demand. The operative function was divided into three
el ements .operati onal objective, criteria and system design.
The operational objectives outlined the operational
policies of the system. The criteria provided the frame-
work for the evaluation of the different system designs
with respect to the operational objectives.
The cost function depends mainly on the operative
function of the system although there are some cost
elements which are independent, such as terminal land
cost, facilities costs, management costs, etc. In this



















FIGURE 3-4 THE DESIGN PLANNING PROCESS
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an operative function satisfying a certain demand and
not as the initial set which constrains the operative
function. The reason that this approach was adopted in
this research lies in the marketing analysis of public
transportation. The concept is to determine the costs
needed to provide a certain level of service rather than
to determine the level of service that could be provided
for a certain cost. This is because the consumer may not
use the product at the level of service offered, no matter
what the initial cost is. The last process included the
evaluation of the two bus systems. It determined the
best feasible operation of each mode.
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CHAPTER 4: AREA CHARACTERISTICS
This chapter presents the demographic and non demo-
graphic characteristics of the Greater Lafayette Area. The
data is obtained mainly from the Greater Lafayette Area
Transportation and Development Study. Available data in
the census Reports of 1970 has also been used.
Greater Lafayette Area
The Greater Lafayette Area is a small metropolis made
up of two core cities, Lafayette and West Lafayette.
Lafayette was first platted in 1826 and was incorporated
as a city in 1856. West Lafayette was organized in 1866
under the name of Chauncey and become the town of West
Lafayette in the late 1880's and was incorporated as a
city in 19 24.
Lafayette and West Lafayette are located in the north
west section of Indiana in approximately the geographical
centre of Tippecanoe County. The two cities are separated
by the Wabash River, and they are linked together by four
bri dges
.
The Greater Lafayette Area is located a third of the
way from Indianapolis to Chicago on Interstate 65. It is
served by three railroads, the Norfolk and Western, Penn-
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Central, and the L & N. One of the rallpax passenger
routes makes stops 1n Lafayette; Chicago-Cincinnati; and
Chicago-Miami. Tv/o airlines, Allegheny, and A1r Wisconsin
serve the area from Purdue Airport.
The population of the Lafayette Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (which includes all of Tippecanoe County)
was 109,378 in 1970 and is projected to 150,000 by 1990
(9). It has been a rapidly growing area since 1940 as
shown i n Fi gure 4-1
.
About 42,000 people are employed in the area. Eighteen
and a half percent of them are employed in manufacturing
industries. Fifty-three and a half percent are employed
in white-collar occupations and 27.5 percent work with the
government. The median income of the families in the SMSA
is $10,120. The mean income is $11,048 and the mean income
per family member is $3,273. The percentage of persons
25 years old and over who completed 4 years of high school
or more is 67.7 percent.
The Greater Lafayette Area is becoming an important
banking and financial centre. The assets of the full
service banks amount to $235,000,000. It also provides
good commercial activities and it has a good number of
shopping centers.
Overall planning for the metropolitan area is under
study. The Area Plan Commission is preparing a comprehensive
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To be able to describe on an aggregated basis the
demographic and non-demographic data of the study area a
system of zones has to be established.
The zones used in this study are the traffic zones
already established by the Greater Lafayette Area
Transportation and Development Study. They were used
because most of the collected data was furnished by the
Transportation Study, and it was compiled on that level.
In addition, census tracts of Lafayette and West Lafayette
were used to display some data obtained from the census
reports .
The traffic zones map is shown in Figure 4-2. Not
all the traffic zones established by the Transportation
Study were used since they cover an area much larger than
the bus system could possibly cover with the short-range
planning. However, the 92 traffic zones that were chosen
cover the urbanized areas of Lafayette and West Lafayette
and the surrounding area.
Existing Land Uses
An inventory of existing land uses is a prerequisite
of any transportation study, because it gives the
distribution of people and economic activities over the
urban landscape. A knowledge of this distribution would
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FIGURE 4-2 TRAFFIC ANALYSIS ZONES
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help in determining the origins, the destinations and the
linkages of travel. The land use data was obtained from
the Greater Lafayette Area Transportation and Development
Study .
The existing land use pattern within the Greater
Lafayette Area is shown in Figure 4-3. It is divided into
five generalized categories - residential, commercial,
industrial, public buildings and schools, and golf courses,
cemeteries, and parks playgrounds.
Single family residential development takes up the
majority of resi denti al ly developed land in the communities
The direction of residential growth has been primarily to
the north of West Lafayette and to the east and south of
Lafayette .
The major concentration of high density residential
development is located in West Lafayette, surrounding the
Purdue University campus. Other locations of relatively
high density residential development are apartments and
tov/nhouses along the Sagamore Parkway of West Lafayette.
The number of housing units in each traffic zone is
shown in Figure 4-5. This number would reflect on the
residential density within each zone compared to other
zones .
Although the area's manufacturing base is small, it
is diversified and is located in several areas, but mainly
in the city of Lafayette. The main manufacturing area is
42
FIGURE 4-3 EXISTING LAND USES
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located In the southeast of Lafayette near Sagamore Park-
way in the zone numbers 311, 312, 317 and 320. Major
industries such as Alcoa, National Homes, General Foods,
Fairfield Manufacturing, Berger Steel, and Anheuser-Busch
are located in this area. The other Industrial areas are
located near the east bank of the Wabash River along the
canal road in the north and the Wabash Avenue in the
south. They Include such industries as Duncan Electric,
Monon Shops, Ral ston-Puri na , Eli Lilly and some other
number of small industries.
The city of West Lafayette includes a number of small
industries, most of which are located in the Purdue
Industrial Park which is in the northwest part of the city.
There are five major retailing areas in the community
of Greater Lafayette Area. Three areas are in the city of
Lafayette and two areas are in the city of West Lafayette.
In Lafayette they consist of the Central Business District
in the downtown area, the commercial strip in the south
on Teal Road until it reaches Sagamore Parkway where
K-Mart, T-Way and the new shopping mall are located, and
the Market Square area in the northeast on Elmwood Avenue.
In the city of West Lafayette the two major commercial
strips occur on State Road in the south near Purdue
University and on Sagamore Parkway in the north.
Purdue University is located on the west side of the
community but it is not incorporated within the city limits
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of West Lafayette. The University accounts for a major
part of the area use of services, a fact pointing to the
importance of the University in the economy of the area.
Agricultural land surrounds the community on all sides
The land is flat or gently rolling and generally offers no
major problems for development.
Existing Street Network
A knowledge of the existing physical characteristics
of the street system is necessary 1n the evaluation and
determination of the possible fixed routes of the bus
system. No detailed investigation and analysis of the
street network is required since the main objectives of
this inventory is to find out the possible streets on
which the bus could run, rather than finding the
inefficiencies and the inadequacies of the system, which
is outside the scope of this study.
The major and minor arterlals of the study area are
shown in Figure 4-4. The map was taken from the Greater
Lafayette Area Transportation and Development Study. The
streets were classified mainly on their functional and
traffic volume properties.
The existing system is a reasonably well defined grid
system, mainly in the city of Lafayette. The major
arterials are approximately one mile apart except in the
central areas where the spacing is much closer. Several
45
FIGURE 4-4 MAJOR AND MINOR ARTERIAL STREETS
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major streets are continuous throughout the length and
width of the existing developed area. The major arterials
that connect the two cities are State Road 26, Northwestern
Avenue and Union Street over Harrison Bridge, and Sagamore
Parkway. In a north-south direction, in the city of
Lafayette, three major arterials are continuous, Canal
Road and State Road 43, 9th Street, and 18th Srteet. Other
major arterials are Main Street, Kossuth Street, and Teal
Road in Lafayette, and Salisbury and River Road in West
Lafayette. In the city of Lafayette, the railroad tracks
cross most of the major and minor arterials at grade.
Conflict of movement, therefore, occurs 1n different parts
of the city at different times of the day. It creates
delays and it might prevent the buses from meeting their
assigned schedules. This problem does not exist in the
city of West Lafayette, and major traffic delays are
absent except when a b 1 g activity is taking place on
Purdue Campus, such as football games on Saturday afternoons
during the fall semester, which occur 5 to 6 times a year.
In developing the fixed routes for the bus system
consideration was mainly given to major and minor arterials
as possible routes, except in some residential areas where
better service was justified and the width of the street
is large enough to accommodate the bus.
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Demographic Characteristics
Population and Employment Distribution
The population and employment distribution describes
the intensity of use of urban landscape. In addition, they
give the locations of work and residency and the possible
linkages of travel between the two places during the peak
peri ods .
The population data was obtained, from the 1970 Census
Reports on the block level. It was separated and compiled
on the zonal level by the author. The zones which lie
outside the census tracts developed for the cities of
West Lafayette and Lafayette have no population data at
present.
The population distribution is shown in Figure 4-5.
The map shows four numerical figures in each zone. The
first figure gives the number of housing units in that
zone. The second figure indicates the number of total
population in that zone. The third figure gives the number
of people below the age of 18, and the fourth figure gives
the number of people 62 years old or more. The division
of population into the two categories of young and old
would help in defining that segment of the society, usually
called captive riders, that might depend on public




FIGURE 4-5 NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS AND
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY TRAFFIC ZONES
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The information on employment distribution was
gathered from the land use Inventory of Greater Lafayette
Area Transportation and Development .Study. The major
sector of employment is in services, where Purdue
University forms the major part. The other sectors are
manufacturing, retail trade and transportation. The map
showing the employment distribution is Figure 4-6.
Car Ownership and Housing Unit Values
The car ownership distribution and the housing unit
values were collected as indicators of the economic
characteristics of the population in the study area. These
indicators may reflect on the low economic areas in the
community, where car ownership and housing values might be
low.
The car ownership data was gathered from the Census
Reports, which 1s aggregated on the census tracts level.
Each census tract contains the number of housing units,
and the number of households owning one car, two cars,
three cars or more, and none. The distribution of car
ownership per census tract is shown in Figure 4-7.
The map showing the housing unit values was obtained
from the Greater Lafayette Area Transportation and
Develpment Study. This is displayed in Figure 4-8.
There are areas of generally substandard housing in









FIGURE 4-7 CAR OWNERSHIP BY CENSUS TRACTS
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FIGURE4-8 HOUSING UNIT VALUES
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low car ownership. They are located near the east bank
of the Wabash River, along the Canal Road and Monon Avenue
in the north, and along the Wabash River 1n the south.
Another area that shows low economic characteristics is
the residential strip around St. Elizabeth's Hospital on
the west side of the railroad tracks.
The city of West Lafayette, in general, exhibits more
car ownership per dwelling unit and better housing values
than the city of Lafayette.
The houses belonging to Purdue University have not
been included in the appraisal developed by the
Transportation Study. The car ownership of people living
on the University grounds has also not been collected by
the Census Bureau, since they lie outside the census tracts
developed for the city of West Lafayette.
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CHAPTER 5: THE FIXED ROUTE BUS SYSTEM
The purpose of this chapter is to develop the fixed-
routes of the new bus system of Greater Lafayette Area.
Analysis of the bus system prior to April 1973 is presented
first to help identify the previous conditions.
Public Transportation Prior to April 1973
History
The history of public transportation in Greater
Lafayette Area started in the year 1869, shortly after the
Civil War. It consisted of a mule drawn railway type
system and it only lasted for a few years.
A more extensive system was initiated in the year
1884. This system was composed of mule drawn street cars.
It prospered in this form until August 1888, at which time
the Sprig Company of Richmond, Virginia electrified the
system. The electric street cars began by serving the
central business district, then later extended the rails
to serve Purdue University. Another route was initiated
in June 1893 to serve the Soldier's Home through Happy
Hollow, but 1t was later on abandoned due to maintenance
problems. The average speed of the' electric street cars
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was about 15 m.p.h., but on the State Street hill the speed
would drop to 5 m.p.h. The electric trolley was also used
to tow coal cars to Soldier's Home from a Monon line spur
connection near Battleground.
The first motorized bus started its operation on
January 27, 1925. It was owned and operated by the state
of Indiana to provide service from the trolley line on
North River Road to Soldier's Home on the top of the hill,
to replace the discontinuance of the street car line. This
bus remained in service until 1941.
In March 1940, new 27 passenger buses were purchased
to supplement the street cars, and two months later the
buses took over the entire public transportation service.
The last street car to operate was on the Sal
i
sbury-Monon
Shops line and the date was May 11, 1940.
The bus system continued to operate under various
owners until July 1970. At this time, the local government
took the responsibility of operating the system.
The above di scussi on shows that public transportation
played an important role in the development of Greater
Lafayette Area. For over 100 years, there has been some
form of public transportation available to the people of
the area. As new technology and new concepts come into
existence, they were incorporated in the public transpor-




Routes : The route configuration of the Lafayette bus
transit system 1n operation during the year 1972 was
designed to provide direct access to the central business
district (CBD), with four bus routes operating into the
downtown area (see Figure 5-1). The four bus routes were
joined together in the CBD so as to provide through
service to opposite sections of the two cities. Three of
the bus routes served the city of West Lafayette and
Purdue Campus. It was possible to transfer between all
routes. A common transfer point existed at the Courthouse
in the downtown area.
Most routes operated on one-way loops at the out-of-
downtown-part of the route. The policy of utilizing long
one way loop created hardships for some passengers since
they made circuitous, time-consuming trips to reach their
destinations. This inconvenience discourages transit usage
Schedul es : Headway, the interval of time between buses on
each route, and a measure of level of service, receives
the most attention of transit users as well as by transit
operators. The schedules provided a headway of one hour
on two routes (South Street - Salisbury, Kossuth - Purdue)
and thirty minutes on two routes (Monon Shops - University,
Fairpark - Union). Because of the almost identical routes
east of the CBD, for the Kossuth - Purdue, and the South -




FIGURE 5-1 BUS ROUTES OF THE OLD SYSTEM
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There was no service provided on Sundays and on
holidays. In the evenings, due to relatively low volume
of passengers being carried by the system, the service was
discontinued at different times on different routes as
shown in Table 5-1.
Coverage : One measure of the level of transit service
available is the portion of the city within walking dis-
tance of a transit line. Figure 5-2 shows the area within
approximately five minutes walking distance, i.e., one
quarter of a mile from any bus line. The quarter mile
standard is commonly used in the transit industry but is
useful only in determining whether or not an area is
served. Studies nationwide have indicated that relatively
few transit users walk from areas beyond the quarter-mile
1 imit.
The area coverage of each of the bus routes is des-
cribed below:
Fai rpark-Uni on was essentially a north-south route of
the city of Lafayette. It served the Tecumseh Addition,
Jefferson Square Shopping Center, and portions of the
northeast Lafayette residential 'area. Two buses were used
on this route, thereby providing half-hour headways.
Monon Shops-University served the northwest residential
area of Lafayette, Market Square shopping centre, the down-
town area and Purdue University. Two buses were used on
this route also, thereby achieving half-hour headways.
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TABLE 5-1 TIMETABLE OF THE OLD BUS ROUTES
fa jo ms ^^S^ rsoo90o{=> c5
K«*q*Mf ^O-M^MMtrm
FAIRPARK UNION
Weekday and Saturday Schedule
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17 3 25 8 32
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NO SUNDAY OR HOLIDAY SERVICE
PM Bold Face.
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FIGURE 5-2 ROUTE COVERAGE OF THE OLD BUS SYSTEM
(1/4 MILE ON EACH SIDE OF ROUTE)
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South Street-Salisbury served Wabash Village and the
residential areas of West Lafayette, the downtown area of
Lafayette, South Street including Home Hospital, 29th
Street, and Kossuth Street. One bus was used, giving a
one-hour headway.
Kossuth-Purdue Airport corresponded closely to the
South Street-Salisbury route in Lafayette; it also served
the Purdue Campus and the Purdue Airport. One bus was
used on this route also, giving a one-hour headway.
Figure 5-2 indicates that most of the developed
area in Lafayette was covered by some transit service.
However, it also shows that there are some new developments
which are out of reach of the old bus service. These
developments or sections include the area north of Sagamore
Parkway in West Lafayette, the area east of Sagamore
Parkway in Lafayette along Greenbush and Union Streets, the
Lafayette Square Shopping Center at Teal Road, and the
shopping plaza composed of K-Mart, T-Way and the new mall
at the intersection of Teal Road and Sagamore Pakway. The
area southeast of Beck Lane and the area northwest of
Teal Road along State Road 43 were also deprived of bus
service.
Equi pment : The bus sytem was composed of some 23 buses.
Their seating capacity was in the order of 33 passengers
and larger. The seating capacity of the buses was
considered to be more than adequate for the passenger load
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and was rarely exceeded. The average age of the buses
approached 20 years. The condition of the equipment was
such that none of it can be retained for future use. Also,
there is no salvage value for the bus equipment as the
buses are out-dated and in a very poor condition.
Characteristics of Transit Riders
A number of characteristics of the bus users were
obtained from the on board survey conducted on Thursday,
November 19, 1970. The form used in the survey was
designed to gather trip related data including origin,
destination, and purpose as well as characteristics of the
bus rider such as age, sex, education, drivers license and
car ownershi p status .
Figure 5-3 shows the relationships between the
various categories of sex, age, trip purpose, driver's
license availability and car ownership of the users of
transit.
Work trips accounted for almost half of the total
trips followed by school trips making up approximately
one fifth. Over 40% of the passengers were 45 years of age
or older, while almost 30% were under the age of 20. The
females constituted the great majority of bus passengers
(73.5%).
A review of the characteristics reveal that there is



























































achieve their travel needs. One third of the transit
riders reported no car ownership. The over 65 and under
20 age groups composed more than 40% of the total transit
riders. The two areas of age and auto ownership give
some indication as to the amount of captive ridership on
the system. This group of captive riders is a majority
of the total bus riders.
Another major group of riders is the wife who is
using the bus as a "second car" for shopping or for a
vital work trip function which is indicated by the large
number of women riders combined with the predominance of
one-car household.
These two groups, the captive riders and the house-
wives, possibly constitute the major demand on the bus
system.
Travel Data
The hourly volume variation by time of day is shown
in Figure 5-4. As most of the public transportation
systems, the distribution shows two peaks, one in the
morning and one in the afternoon. The highest peak occurred
in the afternoon around 5:00 p.m. This is clearly
































A tabulation of the peak time percentage distribution
of total bus transit trips is shown below:




























(3-1/2 of 18 hrs.)
35%
The figures indicate that the majority of the trips
were made during the morning and afternoon peak periods.
The Fairpark Union line had 61% of the trips occurring in
4-1/2 hours of a 12 hour operation. Likewise, the Kossuth
Purdue Airport line handled 50% of total trips during the
peak peri ods .
An examination of the distribution of bus passenger
trips, based on trips ending in a given traffic zone,















Downtown (West of City Hall) 185
Downtown (East of City Hall) 120
Purdue (Near Union Building) 92
Market Square 67
Immediately NE of Central Business
District (9th and Cincinnati) 48
Jefferson Square 44
Earl and Kossuth 33
4th and Owen 32
Economic Condition
The economic condition of the bus system fluctuated
between good and bad years. However, the last four years
have produced a continued decline in revenue and services.
With the decline in revenue and services, the cost of
providing these services has continued to increase, thus
reducing any profit the company might make.
Figure 5-5 shows the net taxable income of the bus
company. It is calculated by subtracting the total
operating costs from the total revenues. The total cost
of operation does not include the cost of general office
expenses, tax deductions, bus depreciation, or compensation
paid to the officers of the corporation in Indianapolis.
Still, the graph does present a fair picture of the good
and bad economic periods of operation. The graph shows
three relatively good periods of operation in 1959, 1962
and 1967 and two relatively low periods in 1961 and 1963.
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TOTAL REVENUE- TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
DOES NOT INCLUDE TAX DEDUCTIONS OR









FIGURE 5-5 NET TAXABLE INCOME - GREATER
LAFAYETTE BUS COMPANY (from rep 9 , rst)
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The 1967 year was probably the best year of operation
for the company. Besides the increase 1n the operating
costs, the total revenue was the highest since 1960. This
increase was attributed to the increase in passenger
revenue as well as to the increase in the special and
charter revenue.
Since 1967, the operating costs have continued to
rise while the. passenger revenue and total revenue have
continued to decline which brought the bus company to the
deficit situation.
Conclusions Regarding the Old Bus Service
The analysis of the old bus service indicates short-
comings in four general areas, routing, headways, hours
of operation and quality of service variables.
The routing patterns offered no service to new growth
areas of the city, residential or commercial. Loop type
route patterns were used to gain wider coverage, doubling
ride times and lowering the level of service.
The frequency of service in certain areas amounted to
one hour headway. It generally produced long waiting times
and inconvenience to the bus riders.
The hours of operation did not provide evening service
on most routes. Besides, there was no bus service on
Sundays or holidays. The transit patrons found it very
difficult to rely or depend on the transit services to meet
all their travel needs.
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In general, the quality of service was poor. The old
buses were unable to maintain schedules, even on short
routes. The ride was uncomfortable due to exhaust fumes,
rough ride and lack of air-conditioning and flow-through
heat. Bus drivers received little training or incentive
f.
to build a better public image.
Development of the New Fixed Route Bus System
Ob jecti ves
The main objective of the new fixed route bus system
is to provide a better bus service to the community of
Greater Lafayette Area. A better bus service means the
best selection of routes, shorter headways, larger coverage
area and a more convenient ride. These improvement policies
are limited by practical financial considerations. In
other words, they are limited by the number of buses
available for service.
Therefore, the best fixed route bus network is the
one that achieves a proper balance between area coverage
and rider convenience and economics of operation subject
to the constraint of physical assets.
Guidelines for Route Development
Although bus routes should be conceived on a system
wide basis, the following guidelines were developed to be
used as an evaluating criteria for individual route
development in small urban areas.
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Transit route- should be linear where possible,
returning Inbound over the same route used out-
bound. It provides directness of travel to the
rider between his points of origin and destination
and decreases his bus stravel time.
Through-routing is preferred to cycle-routing.
Through-routing is simply routing the vehicles
from one side of town to the other generally
through the central business district. Cycle-
routing is running the buses into the central
business district and routing them back out over
the same line, usually at fixed interval. Both
of these plans allow arrivals at the central
business district to be scheduled for convenient
transfers to other lines. Through-routing will
minimize the number of passengers who must
transfer at the central business district to
complete their trips. On the other hand, if a
service interruption occurs, two lines are
affected rather than one. Cycle-routing simplifies
scheduling somewhat, but it forces more passengers
to transfer from one line to another. If through
traffic is heavy, through-routing is preferable
because it minimizes time, energy and money
costs (22).
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3. Closer space routing or fine-grained routing
through residential areas at the outlying end of
a line is recommended. This technique can be
regarded almost as door-to-door service. It
increases the access to the transit service by
minimizing the walking time of the consumer.
4. Loop-routing should be avoided where possible.
The use of large one-way loops of transit lines
is generally not good practice. Large loops
have the effect of causing people to wait through
layovers, sometimes fairly time-consuming, before
reaching their final destination. They also
preclude the extension of lines at some future
time into areas of new development.
5. Routes should not be duplicated, except where
they c°nverge to assure maximum service area
penetration by each route. It is desirable that
a bus operating on one route not duplicate the
area served by a bus on another route.
6. Routes should attempt to touch as many traffic
generators as possible without becoming too
ci rcui tous (22)
.
7. Routes should, if possible, attempt to have
traffic generators at both ends of the line. This
tends to generate passenger movements on both






8. Buses should, 1f possible, enter a shopping
center, apartment complex, recreation area, or
factory complex (22).
9. At a major downtown terminus, the buses should
pull up next to one another to expedite trans-
ferring (22).
The number of transfers between various lines
which a transit rider must take between his point
of origin and destination must be minimized. It
eliminates unnecessary waiting times, especially
if service interruption occurs one one of the
routes. It also decreases the possibilities of
misusing the transfer tickets by the patrons.
us routes should be limited to arterial streets,
except in residential areas where the use of
feeder routes connected with arterial routes can
be justified.
Each route should have as few turns as possible,
and have adequate provision for turn around at
both ends, and for layover where necessary.
Very long complex routes should be avoided where
possible. Very long bus routes, particularly if
they have several branches are hard to operate at
a satisfactory level of schedule adherence. From
the operating point of view, it is deemed desirable
to keep routes as short as possible and to limit
11 . Bi
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the branches on longer routes. This criteria is,
of course, in conflict with the aim of providing
tJie maximum number of through rides for passengers,
and in many instances, compromise is necessary.
14. Individual bus routes should be kept as simple as
possible and easy to understand by a person
traveling for the first time. In addition, the
entire route structure should be simple so as to
minimize confusion and make it possible for a
person to easily choose the best route for his
destination.
15. The system of routes should be reasongly flexible
over the long-term so that they may meet changing
conditions in the future.
Fixed-Route Selection Procedures
The procedures used in developing the different route
configurations for Greater Lafayette Area are outlined
below. They are generalized for use as route development
procedures for small urban areas.
1. The initial point for all routing configurations
starts with a street map of the total area to be
served. On this map all streets suitable for
transit routes (i.e., adequate widths, running
speed, turning radii, and abutting land use),
should be identified. In most small urban areas
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these streets fall Into the categories of major
and minor arterlals, and such streets should
make prime candidates for bus routes.
The traffic signals on these streets are most
often coordinated in such a way that traffic
maintaining the proper speed can make the entire
trip without having to stop for traffic signals.
Parking is usually forbidden on these streets,
which decreases the time required to load and
unload at bus stops. Besides, the private auto-
mobile drivers generally select routes that
minimize travel time and these routes should be
considered as bus routes.
After all the possible candidate routes have been
chosen, the second point is to locate the major
traffic generators on the map. The major traffic




d) High density housing
e) Low income housing
f) Health care facilities
g) Schools and Universities
h) Airports and bus terminals
i ) Recreati on areas
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These are the points where people may come and go.
Obviously, the route layout should serve these
points or terminals.
3. To expedite transferring between bus lines a
common point of transfer should be chosen, where
bus routes could converge. Since most of the
arterial streets in small urban areas tend to
converge in the downtown area, and because the
majority of the desired lines of travel are
oriented towards downtown, the choice of the
downtown area as a common transfer point should
be recommended. In addition, the common point
could be used as a check point to control the
operation of the buses.
4. Iso-lines of running times from the common transfer
point towards the outlying points of the study
area are drawn next on the map. Ten minutes
interval of 1so-lines may be used. The travel
times could be established either by referring
to the timetables of the existing bus system or
by actual testing in the field. These lines
would indicate the time needed by the bus to reach
the end of the different legs of the candidate
routes from the common points.
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5. A decision should be made on whether any link of
the study area connected to the central business
district should be given a preferential treatment
in service to other parts of the study area. A
special service is recommended in high-density
corridors of travel linking two major activity
centers. But, in most small urban areas the
density of travel is uniform among all parts of
the city and no preferential treatment is usually
warranted .
6. At this stage, with the number of buses available
for service in mind, and the range of headway
chosen on the basis of the service area, the
number of route legs from the transfer point
could be determined. However, the number of routes
and the frequency of service are interrelated.
Within a fixed service area and a fixed number of
buses, headways can be reduced by placing lines
farther apart and minimizing the number of routes.
On the other hand, walking distances can be re-
duced by placing lines closer together and in-
creasing the headways. If the size of the service
area is increased, the headways increase for the
same number of routes and a fixed number of buses.
An increase in the number of operating buses
would reduce the headways if the route lines are
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spaced the same. A decrease 1n the number of
routes would also reduce the headways for a
greater size area. So, routings must be
necessarily a compromise when viewed from "walking
distances" and "headway" aspects.
In the transit industry a quarter mile distance on
both sides of the bus line is considered to be the maximum
catchment area for that route. Thus, in residential areas,
the spacing of routes one-half mile apart is considered to
be the traditional rule of thumb. This rule of thumb,
however, should be discarded in favor of routes that are
closer together, especially if the transit firm is to
attract automobile owners, for studies have shown that
ri dershi p f al 1 s off sharply beyond the first block.
Normally, the headways are better provided in even
portions of an hour, i.e., at 15 minutes, 20 minutes or
30 minutes interval because the schedules are easier to
remember .
Alternate System Concepts
In the Greater Lafayette Area, the major street system
tends to converge in the downtown area at the Courthouse
providing a good point for common transfers. There are
only two practical river corssings that the buses can use
in moving from the city of West Lafayette to the city of
Lafayette and visa versa. These are the Main Street bridge
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and the Harrison bridge. This physical constraint limits
the choice of alternatives in route development. Another
physical constraint is the railroad crossings in the city
of Lafayette. These railroad crossings, at grade with
the street network, create traffic delays when the trains
cross the city. It may prevent the buses from meeting
their assigned schedules. Since the city of West Lafayette
has no railroad crossings and to facilitate the problem
of scheduling and operation, it is felt that cycle-routing
should be used instead of through-routing at this stage
of development, until the railroad relocation plan has been
executed .
Taking these problems into consideration, and following
the guidelines for route development and the route selection
procedures, the following system concepts have been
developed.
Concept A - A fifteen bus, eleven leg system : The system
shown in Figure 5-6 was developed using the concept of
linear routing where possible. It is composed of eleven
legs. The short route on Wabash Avenue is not considered
as a separate leg, since it 1s a part of another longer
route, the Market Square - Greenbush route. Two buses
operate on each of the four long legs to provide the 30
minute headways on the entire system. The disadvantages
of this concept are that the people living south of Teal
Road have to make a large loop to go downtown, which might
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FIGURE 5-6 ROUTE CONCEPT A
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take them twice the time of direct travel. The area
covered by the Union and Hedgewood Line has no direct
access to the Market Square Shopping Center, except through
transfer at Courthouse, which is a long way of travel.
The advantage of the system is that it provides a
good coverage of the service area. It also cuts down on
left-turning movements which tend to increase the operating
speeds .
Concept B - A fifteen bus, 9 leg, one two way loop system :
The concept B as shown in Figure 5-7 does not differ much
from Concept A. The headways and the service area are
much the same, except for the additional area south of
Brady Lane which is served by this concept. The West
Lafayette area has the same route patterns as in Concept A.
The disadvantage exhibited 1n the previous system on
Union Street and Hedgewood Drive is being eliminated in
this system. A two-way loop service is made out by
connecting the Market Square - Elmwood route and the
Hartford - Schuyler route. It eliminates the need for an
out-of-the-way trip downtown if travel is desired between
the adjacent areas. Furthermore when cut in frequency of
service is desired, such as during evening periods, the
route may be turned to a one-way loop service which re-
duces the number of buses in operation.
The obvious disadvantage in this system is that people
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FIGURE 5-7 ROUTE CONCEPT B
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direct access to the Lafayette Square Shopping Center and
to the shopping mall at the Intersection of Sagamore
Parkv/ay and Teal Road. They have to transfer either at
downtown or at the end of the line near Eastway Street.
Both transfers subject the passengers to either long bus
travel times or long waiting times, which may discourage
the use of transit for that direction of travel.
Concept C - A fifteen bus, 7 leg, three two-way loop system
Concept C may be considered the best system developed
for it is designed to contain the best of the two previous
concepts .
Concept C, as shown in Figure 5-8, is an improvement
to Concept B. The Columbia Park - Mall leg is joined to
the 18th Street leg to achieve greater flexibility to the
system by providing two-way loop service. The disadvantage
Identified in Concept B is being eliminated by this
connection.
Similarly the connection of Salisbury and Northwestern
legs in the city of West Lafayette allows an easy movement
between the two legs without going through the downtown
area. In addition, it makes the busy commercial strip on
Sagamore Parkway a common part of both legs.
A special route operating on Canal Road was added to
the system. The route would operate as a test route for
peak periods only. It requires only one bus to provide a




fOr LAFAYETTE ( WEST LAFAVETTI
FIGURE 5-8 ROUTE CONCEPT C (THE SELECTED SYSTEM)
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small industries and commercial strips are located on that
route which employ a good portion of the labor force, a
bus service during peak periods could be feasible. How-
ever, 1f the route is found to be inefficient and is
raising little patronage, the service could be easily
discontinued.
The System C is well adaptable to reduction in
service in off-peak periods. No need is required to alter
the route configurations or to interrupt the service on
certain routes. The two-way loop service could be changed
to one-way loop service and by cross-connecting the half-
hour legs, the entire system could be served by five buses
providing an hour headway on all routes.
The disadvantage of the two-way loop service 1s that
it inhibits the extension of the routes to new service
areas. However, the transit network chosen should never
be considered fixed for all time. Each route should be
reviewed and reevaluated for its effectiveness as the
conditions require. Therefore, the above disadvantage
should be overlooked for the greater flexibility achieved
in the system, especially when the design is for short-
range planning.
Analys is of the Selected System
The route configuration of Concept C was subjected,
before its final selection, to a detailed analysis to
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improve its operating efficiency and to analyze its
benefits and disadvantages.
Discussion with the bus drivers and the bus management
provid'ed valuable information on problem areas that should
be serviced, areas of poor road geometry including turns
and grades and unique local requirements.
It was obvious from the length of the various routes
that 30 minute headways could be provided on the entire
system. The routes had been chosen on the assumption that
an operating speed of 12.0 miles/hour on the average would
be feasible. A field testing of the routes confirmed the
above assumption. No problem was encountered on all the
driven routes. During the test runs the short routes were
driven in 30 minutes and the long routes were driven in
one hour. Mo modifications was felt necessary on any of
the routes, and based on the field test data, 30 minute
headways could be implemented on the entire system.
Route Name Designation : Having established the final route
configuration, it was necessary to designate each route.
Each leg of the system is given a different name. But a
problem would arise with the two-way loop routes. The
solution would be to identify each of them as composed of
two one-way loop routes, one turning clockwise and the
other turning counter clockwise.







4 - Hartford-Market Square
5 - Market Square-Hartford
6 - Wabash-Uni on-Greenbush
7 - Ferry-Earl
8 - Mai 1 -1 8th Street
9 - 18th Street-Mall
10 - 4th Street-Road 25
*11 - Canal Road
*This route would be implemented on a trial basis
for peak periods only.
Schedul es : The basic schedule would provide 30 minute
service on all routes. On the one-hour routes two buses
are used to provide a 30 minute headway.
Tabulated in Table 5-2 are the half and one hour
schedules of all the routes. In this schedule, only
prominent stops on each route are considered for timing.
One bus for each route leaves the Courthouse area at the
same time, which is considered as zero-hour time for ease
of comparison.
As mentioned before, the one-hour service on all
routes would be achieved by converting the two-way loop
routes to one-way loop routes and cross -connecti ng the
30 minute routes. This would only require five buses for
the total service. If the two-way loop service on the
longer routes is still desired, seven buses would meet the
one-hour service for the entire system.
It is recommended that bus service would be provided
on Sundays and Holidays, on the same basis as weekdays. It
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TABLE 5-2 THE SELECTED ROUTES TIMETABLES
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would encourage the patrons to depend on the bus service
to meet all their travel needs. This service should be
tried for the first six months of the implementation of
the new bus system. Then, an evaluation of the ridership
v/ould decide whether to continue or discontinue the
servi ce
.
Coverage : The area covered by the selected system is
shown in Figure 5-9. In this figure, the quarter mile
distance on both sides of the route is being used as the
catchment area. Using this criteria, the service area is
well covered by the recommended system. However, to
compare the areas that are better served and to indicate
the areas that would require bus routes if better level of
service is desired, another map is prepared using the 1/8
mile as the maximum walking distance to the bus route.
The map is shown in Figure 5-10. It also shows that most
of the service area is covered by the selected system.
The uncovered areas are thin and small in size and are not
concentrated in one part of the study area. No additional
routes are needed to cover these areas. If more buses
were to be used to improve the service, the reduction in
bus headways using the same routes would be recommended.
Level of Service : The level of service is a measure of the
service offered to the customers by the operations of the
bus system. It depends on many factors which are part




FIGURE 5-9 BUS ROUTE COVERAGE
(1/4 MILE ON EACH SIDE OF ROUTE)
FIGURE 5-10 BUS ROUTE COVERAGE
(1/8 MILE ON EACH SIDE OF ROUTE)
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variables in this research such as safety, comfort and
convenience are assumed to be provided by the bus systems
in consideration. It is a justifiable assumption under
the present technology of the bus transportation systems.
The quantitative variables such as travel time, access-
ibility (waiting time and walking time) and seat availability
are the main factors that are considered in determining
the level of sercice. Seat availability in the fixed-
route bus system is not a problem. The selected system
provides 750 passenger seats per hour, a capacity which
is difficult to exceed with the present and forseeable
future demand, even during the peak periods. The
passenger seat figure is calculated from fifteen, 25 to
30 passenger buses running at half-hour headways. There-
fore the total time spent by the user on the system is the
main factor to consider in determining the level of service.
The total time is composed of bus travel time, waiting time
and walking time in case of the fixed-route system. But
the time spent by the user on the system is relative»
rather than absolute in value. This figure is compared to
the time taken by the user if he made his trip by car
instead of by bus. Hence the level of service figure is
calculated as follows:
. , , c . System Total Service Ti meLevel of Service =
D^ rect Trave1 Time by Auto
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The ratio will also be used to measure the level of
service offered by the demand-responsive bus system which
will be analyzed in the next chapter. It will allow a
comparison between the level of service offered by the
two bus systems.
The value of the level of service offered by the
selected fixed-route bus system is equal to 2.35. The
computations are described in detail in Appendix A. A
hand simualtion (using Monte-Carlo Technique) of 50 demands
during the peak periods is used in the computation. The
traffic zones are assigned different probabilities for
being a source of origin and a source of destination for
a particular demand. The destination assignment is based
on the number of employees in that zone. The origin
assignment is based on the number of working force in that
zone which is calculated by subtracting the young and old
people from total population.
The bus travel time is calculated from the time
schedules of the system. Eight minutes are considered to
be the average walking time to and from the bus routes by
the user at both ends of the trip. It is clearly shown
from the coverage maps displayed earlier that it is a
conservative estimate. Seven minutes is considered to be
the average waiting time of the user at the bus stop.
The auto travel time is computed similarly as in the
computer simulation of the Demand-Responsive bus system.
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This will be discussed 1n detail in the next chapter.
Other values of level of service are computed for
different waiting times. The value of level of service is
found to be equal to 2.78 and to 3.67 for an average
waiting time of 12 minutes and 22 minutes respectively.
The average level of service of the 15 bus-selected system
for the two waiting times of 7 and 12 minutes is equal to
2.5 which is still an acceptable level of service. The
22 minute waiting time corresponds to a service of 7
buses operating on a one-hour headway. The capacity of
the system at this cut-in-service diminishes to 175
passenger-seats per hour, although the coverage area
remains the same. These figures show that as the average
waiting time increases due to cut in service, the measure
of level of service deteriorates rapidly to untolerable
limits. Therefore to keep the level of service within the
acceptable limits which is between 2.2 and 2.5 times the
direct auto travel time, according to an M.I.T. study (19),
15 buses should be used in the fixed-route system to
operate on a half-hour headway.
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CHAPTER 6: DEMAND RESPONSIVE BUS SYSTEM
Introducti on
The fixed-route, fixed-schedule bus system primarily
serves a few radial corridors in urban areas. For many
urban trips, transit riders must walk or drive some distance
to the nearest transit stop, wait for the next vehicle, and
usually transfer before reaching their final destination.
With the tendency toward low-density living and more
diverse travel patterns, the situation becomes more critical
To provide a better level of service for the community
of Greater Lafayette Area, an alternative concept of
providing bus public transportation 1s being considered.
The concept of a demand-responsive bus servi ce .usual ly
known as a Dial-A-Ride, was studied and analyzed.
Dial - A- Ri de can provide direct door-to-door service
between any two points in an urban area, thus serving the
wide variety of travel desires that are predominant today
in low and medium density urban areas. Dial-A-Ride, due to
its high quality service, could also be a desirable




Operational Characteristics of Dial-A-Ride
How_ U_ Works
Dial - A- Ri de is a personalized door-to-door public
transportation service. A fleet of small vehicles serves
customer requests as they are received. The buses operate
without fixed schedules on flexible routes. Vehicle
assignments are determine^ by a digital computer program,
operating on the current customer requests to produce
maximum vehicle productivity and insure that all customers
are picked up and delivered within reasonable time periods.
Dial-A-Ride is thus a flexible, dynamic transportation
system that adapts to travel desires as they become
apparent .
The operation of Dial-A-Ride 1s shown in Figure 6-1 (6)
A customer telephones his request for transportation to a
current dispatching office, where the operator notes such
trip details as origin, destination and the number of
passengers requesting service. The operator enters this
Information on a typewriter console connected to the Dial-A-
Ride scheduling computer, which in a few seconds assigns
the best vehicle to pickup the new demand, using a series
of scheduling rules. It then produces the estimated pick
up and delivery times and the cost of the trip for the new
demand. This information is relayed to the customer who
then waits for the vehicle to arrive., After the customer




























destination. While moving on Its provisional route, the
vehicle will make minor detours to pick up and drop off
other passengers.
Whenever the vehicle driver makes a pickup or delivery,
he keys the computer (using voice communication) to ask for
his next destination. The computer supplies the address
for the next stop, the customer Identification number, and
whether the stop is a pickup or a delivery. If the system
requires the driver to collect a fare, the cost of the trip
will also be provided. The driver will choose the best
streets to reach that stop or seek help from the central
dispatcher or passengers if he is unsure. Therefore, the
driver proceeds on a stop-by-stop basis knowing only his
next stop at any time. On the other hand, the computer
stores the complete, tentatively planned tour of each
vehicle at all times. Complete tour information is not
given to the driver because of frequent tour changes and
the impossibility of remembering all the planned stops for
the enti re tour (19).
The possible services of Dial-A-Ride range from "many-
to-one" (many origins to one destination) to "many-to-many"
(many origins to many destinations). Many-to-many is
applicable where the origins and destinations are
diversified, a phenomenon occurring with increasing
frequency in today's metropolitan areas. The Greater
Lafayette Metropolitan Area is no exception. The activity
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centers are scattered and dispersed and the urban travel
patterns are varied and decentralized, especially in off-
peak hours. A many-to-many Dial-A-Ride service with
computerized dispatching operation 1s being considered for
the study area.
Problems Encountered in the Operation of Dial-A-Ride
1 - Tel ephone 1 i nes : An intending passenger has to have
access to a telephone line in order to call for service.
This medium of communication might limit the potential users
at one end of the trip (house-to-others) to telephone
owners. Today the majority of urban residents have telephone
lines. Yet, the small minority of poor residents who do
not have telephone lines may have a problem in reaching the
service. At the other end of the trip predominantly
others-to-home, special direct telephone lines must be
installed at the activity centers to allow the users to
di al for servi ce
.
2 - Operators : Adequate number of operators must be hired
to answer the service calls depending on the volume of
demand. The requests must be processed with a minimum
delay. The customer will be discouraged to use the service
if he waits a long time to receive an answer. His first
point of contact with the system through telephone
communication is very important. The operators should be
well-trained to receive his request correctly, quickly, and
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in a manner that does not irritate or annoy the customer.
They should be able to transmit correctly the format
messages to the central control computer and to provide
efficient answering services.
3 - Fal se Cal 1
s
: The operators could receive a number of
false calls from youngsters or trouble makers. They should
be able to screen these calls as they gain experience. A
heavy penalty should be indicted on the false callers to
1 imi t such acts .
4 - No- Show : An expected passenger's non-appearance (no-
show) could occur when the bus reaches the doorstep of the
caller. A policy should be reached by the management on
the time the driver should spend waiting for the customer.
After that time the driver should proceed to his next
desti natl on
.
5 - Manual-Voice Communication : Another problem area could
be the communication sub-system between the driver and the
dispatching center, which indicates the driver's next
destination. If voice communication is chosen, the
frequency used should not be Interferred with other fre-
quencies used in the area such as those used by the police
department, by taxi cabs, and others using radio
communication. It should have a high intensity to reach
the furthest point in the area from the dispatching center.
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6 - Computer Break-down: The computer controlling the
operation of Dial-A-R1de system may fail. It is mandatory
to have a method of continuing system operation. It could
be either by including an automatic computer backup system,
which is very expensive, or by adopting a manual backup
scheme. The manual backup system should efficiently
replace the computer operation. The operators and the
drivers should be well-trained 1n advance to meet such an
emergency .
Area Size
The size of the study area is a controlling factor in
the operation of Dial-A-Ride system. It affects the level
of service provided to the customer with a given number of
buses. More buses are required to provide the same level
of service in a larger size area, 1f passengers are
promised to be delivered within a restricted time of their
pick-up. The productivity of the bus would decrease as the
size of the area increases. The bus then, would have to
haul a particular demand a long distance to satisfy his
guaranteed times, which would limit its ability to pick
other customers on the way. At this stage, the buses would
closely operate as taxis and would defeat the purpose of
the system.
Dial - A- R1 de system is probably not best suited for long
trips and so should only play a complementary role in
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transportation in large cities. Studies conducted in the
field of demand-responsive bus systems have not reached a
decision on the upper limit of the size of the service
area. However, the work done at M.I.T. (25) through
computer simulation have shown that an area size of 6 miles
X 6 miles is feasible for this kind of service. The size
of Greater Lafayette Area has the dimensions of 4.6 miles
X 5.5 miles, which are within the feasible limits of such
an operation.
The effects of different area shapes on the level of
service have been studied through computer simulation at
Northwestern University (1). The results show that Dial-
A-Ride operation in districts of different shapes, but
similar land area, will be almost identical.
Demand Level
Dial - A- Ri de is a form of public transportation that is
controlled by its users. In broader sense, it is called by
planners a "demand-responsive" system. In contrast, to
fixed route bus system the Dial-A-Ride operation is
determined by its demands. The demands by their volume
control the number of buses in operation and by their
spatial distribution and service requirements affect the
level of service provided. After the routes and schedules
are designed in a fixed route system, the buses operate
without any consideration to the short term variation in
demand .
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The level of demand determines the feasibility of
operation of the Dial-A-Ride systems. At very low demand
levels, taxis would be competitive with Dial-A-Rlde. Their
less sophisticated control system might result in lower
costs at similar vehicle productivities. At high demand
levels, fixed- route buses are well suited to take advantage
of large-vehicle capacity and simplicity of operation.
Their productivity would continue rising with increasing
demand level when the D1al-A-Ride productivity had been
shown to level out. Thus at fairly high demand levels
fixed-route buses would be more efficient than Dial-A-Ride.
This implies that a medium demand level would be best for
Dial -A-Ride.
A look at the hourly trip distribution of the old bus
service system as shown in Figure 5-4 indicates that the
demand level during the peak-hours ranged between 150 to
180 passengers per hour. The above demand may stay at this
level or may Increase with an Increase 1n level of service.
In both cases, the D1al-A-R1de system required to satisfy
the peak-hour demand at a good level service exceeds the
feasible operational limit that the future bus system of
Greater Lafayette Area can provide. This assumption will
be clearly identified in the analysis of the simulation
runs at the end of this chapter. So, this study limited
its analysis of the Dial-A-Ride system to off-peak periods.
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No attempt was made In this study to calculate the
expected level of demand for D1al-A-R1de 1n off-peak hours.
Instead, a range of demand was considered to cover all the
possible levels of demand that the system may encounter in
its off-peak operation. A demand as low as 30 calls/hour
and as high as 150 calls/hour was considered in the
computer simulation of the system.
Scheduling Algorithm of the Dial-A-Ride System
Introducti on
The technical operation of the system, as mentioned
earlier, requires the development of the set of rules
(algorithm) that the computer will use to make vehicle
assignments to passengers requesting service. This assign-
ment algorithm plays a vital role in the system. It
governs the quality of service and also the number of
vehicles required, which is the principal determinant of
the cost to the user. Thus the success of Dial-A-Ride
depends on how well the assignment algorithm performs.
This study did not attempt to develop a new scheduling
algorithm for the system. Instead, it was decided to
choose one of the already developed algorithms for such an
operation. After literature review on the subject, the
algorithm developed at M.I.T. was chosen for use. In
addition, the computer simulation model which uses the
algorithm was available to the author for use.
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In the remainder of this section the rationale for the
development of the proposed algorithm, and the algorithm
itself will be summarized.
Algorithmic Considerations
In the design of assignment algorithm for the Dial -A-




3. Implications of real-time environments
The information requirements describe the variables
which define the state of the system at any time. Having
defined the data available, the algorithm is the mechanism
for achieving certain service objectives which should be
defined. The implications of the real time define the
computational environment within which the algorithm will
have to operate.
Information Requirements : In order to develop any algorithm,
certain information about the current state of the system
must be available to the computer. This information is
of three types, user dependent, vehicle dependent, and
system dependent (25).
User-dependent Information
1) Location of the origin of the desired trip,
ii) Location of the desired destination point.
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111) Time of which request was made.
1v) Number of people making the trip.
Vehicle-dependent Information
i) Next destination of each vehicle (output from
al gori thm)
.
ii) Information relating to each passenger on board
such as his destination and service time.
System-dependent Information
1) Street Network and the associated travel times
between points in the network.
Algorithm Objectives : The aim of the Ideal algorithm would
be to maximize the satisfaction of all system users at
minimum cost. In more quantitative terms, the general aims
of minimization of the user costs and service times may be
stated as fol lows ( 25) :
1. To minimize the total time spent on the system
(both present and future) within constraints on
the worst individual service times allowable and
on the number of vehicles available.
2. To minimize the number of vehicles required to
provide a service offering guaranteed bounds on
the mean and worst service times.
System service time is the sum of 1) the time the
customer waits to be picked up after he calls for service
and 2) the driving time to his destination.
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In order to evaluate and compare service 1n different
demand environments, in a general manner, a level of service
figure is defined as:
Level of Service (LOS) =
System service time
r s \ Ui;
Mean direct dri ving ti me
Real-time Environment : In developing an assignment
algorithm it is also Important to recognize the real time
environment within which it must operate. This imposes
computational limits on the algorithm and modifies the time
cost framework within which alternative algorithms should
be compared. Since the cost of computation must be Included
in the overall system costs, the aim in designing an
algorithm must be to formulate a method for obtaining good
assignments quickly.
Statement of the Problem
Formulation of the problem involves defining sets of
constraints which guarantee feasibility, and an objective
function to select the best of the feasible solutions. The
constraints may be stated as follows (25):
1. The origin point of all uncollected demands and
the destination point of all demands must be
visited by one vehicle once and only once. This
ensures that all demand points are visited.
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2. The origin and destination points of each uncollect-
ed demand must be visited by the same vehicle. This
assumes that no passenger changes vehicle to reach
his destination.
3. For each uncollected demand the origin must pre-
cede the destination on the vehicle's proposed
route .
4. All passengers currently on board a vehicle must
be delivered by that vehicle.
5. The proposed route of each vehicle must be
conti nuous .
6. The arrival times at each passenger's origin and
destination points must be within the service
guarantees .
7. The maximum allowable number of passengers on
board a vehicle at any time must not be exceeded.
8. There are a known number of vehicles operating in
the system.
This set of constraints determines the feasibility or
in feasibility of a particular solution.
The desirable objectives of the algorithm were stated
before but because of the uncertainty associated with the
occurrence of future service requests it is not possible to
formulate in closed form the minimization of service times
to all current and future users. This would require a
complex probabilistic expression which would render
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infeasible the application of the algorithm in the real-
time environment. It is then impractical to look for an
optimal solution to the problem as it exists, and some
approximation of the problem is required. The most
promising approximation to the desirable objective is
discussed below:
1. Minimize some combination of total current users
service times and total vehicle travelling times.
The minimization of the total vehicle travelling
times is best from the future users viewpoint,
because vehicles are freed as soon as possible
to serve these, as yet unknown, requests. However,
service to current system users will not generally
be optimal. This fairly general objective
attempts to reconcile service to current and
future users.
The above objective function works as a selection
criteria for the best feasible solution.
Algorithm Design
The research done at M.I.T. (25) has found that the
classical optimization solutions to the customer-to-
vehicle assignment problem such as integer programming,
dynamic programming, branch and bound are not feasible.
While theoretically they could be formulated and solved
for small problems, no reliable method for solving problems
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of realistic size has been found. This statement is true
even if the real time constraints under which the algorithm
must operate are relaxed.
Since optimal -sol uti on algorithms are infeasible the
non-optimal algorithms (heuristics) were surveyed. A
type of heuristic featuring the provisional assignment
of new demands was selected as being the most promising
for further developments.
The assignment heuristic is primarily concerned with
deciding which vehicle should serve which user. The
assignment of a new demand to a vehicle has two components:
1. Search for feasible assignments.
2. Choice of the best of these feasible assignments.
The search for feasible assignments of a new demand
starts by considering the provisional routes of all
vehicles which provide the service for all passengers.
The provisional route of a vehicle is a sequence of stops
which passes through all the origin and destination points
of its assigned passengers.
These provisional routes are designed first and fore-
most to satisfy the waiting, travel and total service time
guarantees of all users. If these services guarantees
are satisfied for all users active on the system, the
current instantaneous state may be termed feasible.
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When a demand arises the aim of the heuristic is to
provisionally assign it to one vehicle while maintaining
a feasible state i.e. without violating the service
constraints of the existing passengers or the new
passenger.
Slacks representing permissible deviations from the
direct route are computed from the binding constraints.
Two types of slacks are considered, the node slack and
the link slack. The node slack is the allowable increase
in length of the provisional route which can be made
without breaking the service guarantee for that node. The
link slack Is the allowable increases in link lengths which
result in no constraint violations on the complete
provisional route of the vehicle. These slacks are used
to determine whether particular placings of the new origin
and destination of a new request w1 1 1 violate any of the
user's guarantees for passenger assigned to that vehicle
and the new users .
Figure 6-2 shows an insertion of a new origin in the
provisional route of vehicle 6. Travel times between
points S3 and S and S and S4 must be estimated as input
to the node insertion process. To select vehicle 6 for
passenger 11, the al gori thnrmust consider the delay in
delivery of passengers 8, 9, and 10. The calculations
for this node insertion process are shown in Tables 6-1
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the detour required to visit S, the node insertion is
feasible, i.e., no existing constraints are violated.
In summary, when a new demand arises, the aim is to
fit both origin and destination into the route of on.e
vehicle without making any of the existing node slacks
negative while still satisfying the binding constraints
for the new demand. Each such fit is a feasible assignment
of the new demand.
The actual assignment is chosen by evaluating a
selection criterion for all feasible assignments. The
selection criterion as described in the problem statement
tends to minimize the expected service times of present
and future users .
To simplify the search process and reduce the
computational load a simplified selection criterion was
developed. The final form of this objective function Z is
(26):
Minimize Z = (N, + 1) E
]
+ (N« + 1 ) E
2
+ ST
Where N, is the number of customer deliveries after
the insertion of the origin stop for the new demand.
N
?
is the number of customer deliveries after
the insertion of the destination stop of the new demand.
E, is the vehicle detour time due to the
insertion of the origin of the demand.
E
?
is the vehicle detour time due to the
insertion of the destination of the new demand.
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ST is the service time of the new customer for
this insertion.
Where the new demand has been assigned to one of the
many possible vehicles, the projected future route for that
vehicle is updated to include the new passenger's
collection and delivery points.
Computer Simulation of the Dial-A-Ride System
Introducti on
A computer simulation model is used to test and
evaluate the heuristic assignment algorithm. Computer
simulation is used for modelling because the relationships
between variables in a Dial-A-Ride system operating with a
specific heuristic are probabilistic and too complex in
nature for any other fruitful means of analysis.
Simulation is a technique for conducting experiments
on a computer using mathematical models to describe the
behavior of systems over periods of time. With simulation,
the analyst duplicates real world conditions, as nearly as
possible, by means of computer programming. It is an
effective tool in circumstances where it is desirable to
study changes in a system without having to affect physically
the system's current operation, or where it is economically
infeasible to implement various experimental schemes for
evaluation of the results.
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Simulation is useful as a technique to evaluate
alternative designs. Specifying a set of input parameters
in a simulation model will produce a certain final condition
of the system. However, this observation will not directly
help in predicting system performance under a different set
of parameters since the complete system effects are still
not understood. Simulation is therefore a very useful tool
with which to analyze the overall implications of altering
one of the inter-event relationships in a stochastically
complex system. Although it is the least desirable solution
technique for solving problems, it has the greatest
applicability.
Objective of the Simulation Model
In this study, the main objective of the simulation
model is to estimate the number of vehicles required for
specific operating conditions and quality of service. These
results would be used in an economic analysis of the system
which would in turn lead to a decision on the utility of
a Dial-A-Ride type of system.
The Model
Program Structure : A brief description of the simulation
model is presented in this discussion. A more detailed
discussion of this subject is contained in reference (27)
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The model is written in Fortran and is an event
structured formulation. It consists of roughly fifty sub-
programs, each performing a specialized function. The
minimum amount of core storage necessary is 150,000 bytes
for IBM 360 Computers. For other computers an equivalent
amount would be necessary.
The program works by generating demands for service
from probabilistic distributions selected by the user.
Demands are then assigned to a particular vehicle, by the
user specified routing algorithm. As the vehicles collect
and deliver their assigned passengers, statistics are
gathered on system performance and service quality.
The algorithm, being the main function of the program
structure, may be segmented into two major halves, each of
which is a composite of several programs.
1. Assign a new demand to a vehicle's tour
2. Determine where a vehicle should go next having
completed its current tour.
Briefly, the demand-to-tour assignment involves looping
over all vehicle tours. For each vehicle tour, every link
is checked as possible fit for the pickup, and for each
legal pickup the following links in tour are checked for
the delivery stop. This function contains two subf uncti ons
.
Determining whether or not insertion of a stop will violate
the link constraints and whether or not a certain stop
insertion will satisfy the demand's constraints. The three
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previous logical functions, vehicle looping, link con-
straint verification, and demand constraint satisfaction
are concerned with generating possible alternatives. How-
ever, an evaluation of these alternatives must be made.
The relative weights of the choices is the last logical
function of demand-to- tour assignment. They are looping on
vehicles, verification of link constraints, verification
of demand constraints, and evaluating the possible choices.
The second major component of the algorithm is deter-
mining where to send a vehicle when it has completed its
current stop. There are only two possible cases: There
are remaining stops on the tour or the tour has been
completed. In the first case, it is only necessary to send
the vehicle to the next stop on the tour. However, if
there are no more stops on the tour some decision must be
made as to what should be done with the vehicle. One is to
leave the vehicle where it is, i.e., where it made its last
stop, the other alternative is to send the vehicle to one
of a set of dispatching points.
Program Vari abl es : The program enables an analyst to
simulate a wide range of different conditions in a Dial -A-
Ride environment. These different conditions can be




2. Number of vehicles
3. Vehicle capacity
4. Length of simulation
Priority classes & their characteristics
Dispatching points
Type of service - Many-to-Many
Many-to-Few
Many-to-One
8. Temporal demand distribution
9. Size, shape, and demand characteristics of
simul a ti on area .
This breadth of system variables enables the system
environment to be easily changed. It also indicates the
flexibility of the model structure.
Input Parameters : Within a fixed environment the variations
between runs of the model may be affected by input changes.
The input parameters are summarized below:
Vehicle Data
- Number of vehicles
- Maximum occupancy





- Origin and destination co-ordinates
- Number of people per demand
Service Characteristics
- Waiting time constraint
- Travel time constraint (a function of distance)
- Total time constraint (a function of distance)
Run Characteristics
- Initial values for random number generators
- Positively or negatively correlated strings
- Length of simulated period
- Output specification and intervals
The format in which the input data should be prepared
is explained by the Implementation and User's Guide manual
of the computer program. A sample of the data input is
shown in Table B-l of Appendix B.
Output Opti ons : The standard printed output from the model
includes the following information and may be repeated as
frequently as the analyst desires during a run:
For each vehicle
- Current provisional route
- Current position and occupancy
- Percentage of time 1) empty, 2) unassigned
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For each outstanding demand
- Origin and destination
- Time of request and collection
- Number of people
Demand statistics
- Mean, variance, minimum and maximum waiting
travel and total service times
- Mean, variance, minimum and maximum waiting
travel and total service times, normalized by
length of tri p
- Number of times each type of constraint has been
violated, mean amount of violation.
In addition, the vehicle productivity for the entire
run and during the stated periodic times is printed.
Statistics on the level and measure of service, and on the
service-time characteristics by trip length are also in-
cl uded.
A sample of output data and the interpretation of the
abbreviations used are shown in Appendix B. The information
on the output data was taken from the CARS Basic Program
Implementation and User's Guide (28).
Simulation Experiments
Two measures are of importance to help achieve this
objective of the simulation: the cost of the service and
the service times experienced by the users. The major
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cost components are related to the vehicle. Therefore an
indication of cost to the user is vehicle productivity, or
the number of passenger trips served by a vehicle in an
hour. This is computed from the number of vehicles required
to serve the area and the demand level. Thus, the critical
parameters that determine the cost operating configuration
for Dial-A-Ride system are the area size, demand level,
number of vehicles, and level of service. The first three
are simulation input parameters while the level of service
is an output parameter. The relationship among the
different parameters of the simulation is shown in Figure
6-3.
The size and the shape of the study area were not varied
through the simulation experiments. Hence their effect on
the other critical parameters were not studied. Similarly,
the demand characteristics, area characteristics, and
vehicle characteristics were kept the same through all the
simulation runs. The only input parameters that were varied
are the number of vehicles and the demand level. The level
of service is an output of the variation of these two
parameters .
Specifically, to Isolate the effect of each of these
three parameters on the performance of the system, a series
of experiments were conducted to study:
1. The effect of number of vehicles on the level of
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2. The effect of demand level on the level of service
with the number of vehicles held constant.
3. The effect of demand level on number of vehicles
with the level of service held constant. This v/as
achieved after conducting a number of experiments
with different combination of demand level and
number vehi cl es .
The values given to the two variable parameters in
the simulation experiments are listed in Table 6-3. The
number of vehicles range between 5 and 14 small buses and
the value of demand level range between 30 and 150 calls
per hour. These values were selected to represent the
possible conditions in the Greater Lafayette Area, as far
as the number of vehicles available for service, and the
number of customers expected during the off-peak hours. In
addition, the number of simulation experiments was limited
by the funds available for the research.
The demand level of 60 calls per hour was held constant
while experimenting with the effect of the number of buses
on the level of service , Table 6-3 (part b). Similarly, 10 buses
were held constant while studying the effect of demand on
the level of service, Table 6-3 (part a).
A constant value of level of service of 2.2 to 2.3 is
obtained through the experiments shown in part C-l of
Table 6-3.
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TABLE 6-3 VALUES OF DEMAND LEVEL AND
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For each of the above experiments, four simulation runs
v/ere conducted using different random number generator seeds
for the different probability functions. This will allow
the initial system status on the spatial demand distribution
to be varied from one run to another. The variance of the
results within the same experiment will be minimized by
summing the results of the four runs and dividing them by
four. However, to allow for comparison between two
alternative experiments, the external features of the model
should be the same, i.e. the initial location of the vehicles
and the spatial demand distribution should be the same.
This is obtained by using the same probability seeds for
the different runs of the two experiments.
The area, demand, and vehicle characteristics that
were held constant in the simulation experiments are
discussed below.
Area Characteristics
The Dial-A-Ride computer program specifies that the
sahpe of the service area should either be a rectangle or
a square. It should not be divided into more than 50
rectangular zones. Part of these zones could be void zones
such that the vacant, the undeveloped, and the water
sections of the service area are included. It is also
possible to define rectangles which are simply points.
This is provided for a high activity centre which has a
many-to-many demand pattern.
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Following these conditions, the study area has been
defined by a rectangle of dimensions 4.6 miles in the
east-west direction and 5.5 miles 1n the north-south
directions. The rectangle has been subdivided into 48
rectangular zones, as shown in Figure C-l of Appendix C.
In establishing these rectangular zones, consideration
was given to the different land use categories, such as
residential, commercial, and industrial. Sixteen of these
zones are void zones. They were established to cover the
river cr oss
i
ngsbetween the two cities, and to fill the
undeveloped and the unserviced areas of the defined rectangle
Four of these rectangles were defined as high-activity
points. They represent the shopping centres of Three Sons,
K-Mart, Lafayette Square, and Market Square.
The relative probabilities of the different zones of
containing an origin or a destination of a demand were
developed by an intuitive judgment approach based on demo-
graphic characteristics of the zones. The demographic data
for each zone includes such characteristics as number of
dwelling units, total population, number of people older
than 62 , number of households owning one car or less,
number of households owning two cars or more, and number of
employees. These data were compiled from the data
presented earlier in Chapter 4. To facilitate the assign-
ment of the relative weights, aggregation of the data on
a higher level was felt necessary. Thus, the study area is
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divided into Lafayette and West Lafayette parts. The West
Lafayette part is further subdivided Into the northern
section and the southern section, where the southern
section contains the student community. The demographic
factors v/ere accordingly aggregated to this level.
The Lafayette part of the study area is considered to
originate 74% of the demand and to receive 69% of the
destinations of that demand. The southern section of the
West Lafayette part is considered to include 13.5% of the
origins and 22.5% of the destinations of the demand. The
northern section of West Lafayette is considered to include
the remaining percentages. These percentages or weights
are further distributed among the zones of the three
divisions. The above weighting is established for demands
in the off-peak hours.
The values of the demographic data, the zone numbers,
the zoning coordinates, and the relative weights of the
different zones are shown in Tables C-l and C-2 of Appendix
C. The relative weights are multiplied by 1,000 to eliminate
f racti ons .
The distribution of the trip origins and destinations
of the four different runs of the simulation experiments
are shown in Figures C-2 to C-5 of Appendix C for a
demand of 60 calls per hour.
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Distance Adjustment Factor : Another parameter that is
related to the area characteristics and which was held
constant in the simulation runs is the distance adjustment
factor. The computer program computes the aerial distance
between any two points in the study area from the cartesian
coordinates. An adjustment factor should be developed to
relate the air-line distance to the actual distance on the
street network of the area.
A number of points were randomly chosen from the maps
of the Greater Lafayette Area. Their aerial and actual
distances were computed and plotted one against the other
as shown in Figure 6-4. The slope of the fitted line came
out to be close to 1.2. Instead a value of 1.3 was adopted
as the ratio of real distance to aerial distance, to be
safe and to include some of the worst possible conditions.
Trip Length Distribution : The relative weighting of the
various trip lengths in the simulation experiments was
assumed to be uniform. The distribution consists of one
step of 6.5 miles width, which is the maximum trip length
that can be requested in the study area. No preference is
given to any trip length and the trip length is left to be
determined by the relative probabilities of the zones. The
minimum requested trip length allowed by the system is
chosen to be 0.75 miles. It is assumed that the customers






FIGURE 6-4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE AERIAL
DISTANCE AND ACTUAL DISTANCE
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Demand Characteristics
Service Constraints : The service constraints are to be
specified by the user of the computer program. They are
composed of waiting time constraints, travel time con-
straints, and total time constraints. As mentioned
before, the scheduling algorithm of the program will try to
satisfy these constraints in searching for a feasible
assignment of a new demand to a vehicle. They constitute
a major element in the demand-to-vehicle assignment process
and they effect the quality of service offered to the
customers .
A series of experiments were performed at M.I.T. (25)
to determine the effect of variations of the service time
constraints on the performance of the heuristic. In these
tests, values of the constraints were varied but the ratios
between their values were kept the same as the corresponding
ratios of the means with infinite constraints. In Figures
6-5 through 6-7 the mean and maximum waiting, travel, and
total times normalized with respect to the service norms
are shown as functions of the actual constraint values as
a multiple of the mean service times with infinite constraints
The calculation of normalized quantities is explained in
Appendix B. It is seen from Figure 6-7 that minimum
normalized mean total service times are achieved by setting
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inoperative. This would be expected since in this case the
heuristic can make an unconstrained choice of the best
assignment which tends to minimize the mean service times.
It is also noted in Figures 6-5 and 6-6 that with infinite
constraints, both the mean waiting time and the mean travel
time have minimum values.
More surprising, however, is the fact that, as seen in
Figure 6-6, the normalized maximum total service time with
infinite constraints, is not very different from the
constrained values. This indicates that the assignment
selection criterion considers quality of service to all
users to be a desirable attribute. The normalized maximum
reflects service to only one passenger and, hence, is not
wery reliable since this one passenger may have been
unusually unl ucky
.
From these tests it is clear that the selection of the
constraint values should depend on the user's preference
for low mean or low maximum service times. If the lowest
possible means are desired, constraints should be set so
high that they are seldom, if ever, invoked.
In this study, to provide low mean service times, the
service constraints were set at very high values. The
values of the three service constraints are shown below:
1. Waiting time constraint = 999.0 (mins.)
2. Travel time constraint = 9.9 STRGHT + 99.0 (Mins.)
3. Total time constraint = 9.9 STRGHT + 999.0 (mins.)
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STRGHT is the time necessary for the vehicle to go from the
origin to the destination of the demand.
Priority Classes : The demand for the Dial-A-Ride service
is not separated into different priority classes. All
customers are given the same priority for service and were
generated from one priority class all the time.
Number of Passengers Per Demand : A uniform distribution
was assigned to generate the number of passengers per demand
Its lower limit is 1.0 and its upper limit is 2.10. Two
passengers per demand, having the same trip origin and
destination, is considered to be the maximum expected
request for Dial-A-Ride service. For three passengers or
more per demand, the passengers will try to use the taxi
which would provide a better level of service with
approximately the same price under such conditions.
The above distribution produced on the average in the
simulation experiments 10% of the calls requesting service
for two passengers, which is considered to be reasonable.
Inter-Demand Times : An exponential distribution was used
to generate inter-demand time, i.e., time in minutes between
requests for service. The mean value of the distribution
specifies the demand level of the simulation run. It must
be defined as mean minutes/demand implying a change in
units from demand/hour.
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Access : Access is the extra-vehicular time of a private
*
automobile trip not^spent in that vehicle (parking, walking
to and from automobile parking lot). It is added to the
mean direct travel time. to compute the mean measure of
service. It was given the value of 4.0 minutes in the
simulation experiments.
Initial Demands : The initial demands were assigned
arbitrarily to the simulation experiments with different
demand levels. They range from 5 to 12 initial demands
increasing with the increase of demand levels.
Vehicle Characteristics
The following vehicle characteristics were assumed for
all the simulation experiments:
1. Vehicle capacity of 12.
2. Mean vehicle operating speed between stops of 15
m.p.h. or 4.0 minutes per mile.
3. Discrete vehicle location. With discrete vehicle
location the algorithm only knows the location of
the last stop made by a vehicle. This implies that
the algorithm cannot insert a stop before the first
stop in a vehicle's projected tour.
4. Stopping time values to both pick up and deliver
each passenger are generated from a uniform dis-
tribution defined by a lower limit of 0.25 and by
an upper limit of 0.5 minutes (28).
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5. When the vehicle has no assignment at the end of
its tour, it is left where it made its last stop.
It waits there for a new assignment.
Run Cha racteris tics
Complete outputs were requested every 15 minutes in
each of the simulation runs. Statistics were taken for
demands arising between 15 and 120minutes in each simulation.
The simulation period ends when all the demands arising
between 15 and 120m inutes have been served.
The Simulation Results
The simulation experiments were conducted to provide
the decision maker with the number of Dial-A-Ride vehicles
required in off-peak periods in many-to-many operations in
different environments of demand and level of service. The
results of these experiments, as they were designed to
isolate the effect of each of these three parameters, can be
divided into three major groups.
1. Results pertaining to the number of vehicles
required under different levels of demand with
level of service held constant.
2. Results showing the effects of demand levels on
level of service with the number of buses held
constant.
3. Results showing the effects of number of buses on
level of service with the demand level held constant
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The results are all tabulated in Appendix D
Number of Vehicles
The results of the effect of variation of demand level
on the number of vehicles with level of service held
constant are shown in Figure 6-8. Figure 6-8 shows that the
number of vehicles increases linearly with increasing demand
level but with a slope less than unity. These results are
better illustrated in Figure 6-9 showing vehicle
productivity, which is number of passenger trips per vehicle
hour, increases parabol i cal ly with increasing demand level.
Above 120 demands per hour, the rate of increase in
productivity is quite slow and below 30 demands per hour,
the system is quite inefficient. In the investigated range,
the producti vi ty. i ncreased by about 65%.
These results are quite significant when considering
the role of Dial-A-Ride system in urban transportation with
respect to other competing modes with different vehicle
productivity demand relationships such as taxis and fixed-
route buses. Taxis show a relatively constant vehicle
productivity since they cannot carry more than one demand
group at any time. They would be competitive with the Dial-
A-Ride system only at very low demand levels. With their
less sophisticated control system lower costs may result
at similar vehicle productivities. Fixed-route buses,
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economics of scale and their vehicle productivity would
continue rising with increasing demand level after the
Dial -A-Ride system curve has levelled out. Thus at fairly
high demand level, fixed-route buses would be more efficient
than DARS. This implies a medium demand level operation
would be best for DARS.
The results show an average mean measure of service
of about 2.3. To supplement this figure, more additional

















The percentage of time the vehicle is unassigned in-
dicates the availability of that vehicle to serve a new
demand. This value reflects on the level of service offered
to the customers. The results show an average of 1.25
percent of the time the vehicles are unassigned.
Level of Service
The second series of tests investigated the effect on
the level of service of varying the demand level while
holding the number of buses constant. The results are
shown in Figures 6-10 to 6-12.
Figure 6-10 shows that the level of service varies
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unity. The greater the demand level, the slower is the
service provided, I.e., the higher is the mean level of
service. It also clearly indicates that to provide a
better mean level of service to more customers, more buses
shoul d be used .
Figure 6-11 shows the deterioration of the service
times, which determines the level of service, with the
increase of demand level. Mean and maximum of waiting time,
travel time, and total time are plotted against different
demand values. The mean service times increase linearly
with increase demand levels with slopes less than unity.
The rate of increase of mean travel time is less than the
rate of increase of mean waiting time, which indicates that
at higher demand levels the increase in total service time
is due mainly to increase in waiting time of the customer.
This is more explicitly shown in the plots of the maximum
service times. However, the maximum total time increases
to non-acceptable limits with high demand values, even to
one passenger.
The variation of the vehicle percent time unassigned
with demand levels is shown in Figure 6-12. The curve has
a rectangular hyperbolic form with the same number of vehicles
The value of vehicle percent time unassigned drops sharply
as the demand increases from 30 to 60 calls per hour and then
it levels out at values close to zero at the higher demand
levels. It illustrates that a small increase in demand will
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keep the vehicles busy and assigned.
The third series of tests investigated the effect on
the level of service of varying the number of buses, while
holding the demand constant. The results are shown in
Figures 6-13 to 6-15.
It is seen from Figure 6-13 that the mean level of
service curve has a rectangular hyperbolic curve. As would
be expected, the more vehicles used, the faster is the
service provided. It is clearly impossible to provide a
better mean level of service than 1.0 since this is the
direct driving time. It should be added that lower levels
of service could be obtained but at a prohibitive cost in
terms of the number of vehicles operating.
Conversely, decreasing the number of vehicles below a
certain point leads to deterioration in the mean level of
service. From these experiments and from other experiments
conducted at M.I.T. the best mean measure of service for
system operation seems to be between 2.0 and 3.0. However,
the actual operating point would be governed by the reaction
of the users to different cost/service combinations.
The decomposition of the level of service into its
elements of waiting time, travel time, and total time
with respect to the variation of number of buses is shown
in Figure 6-14. The same trend in service times is seen in
this figure as compared to the vari ati on obtai ned due to
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seems to have a similar general effect on service times as
the increase in demand. Hence, the same interpretation could
apply to the above results. The effect of number of buses
on the percent time vehicle unassigned is also shown in
Figure 6-15. The curve varies less rapidly with the
decrease of number of buses than with the increase of demand.
Trip Length
The computer program calculates the mean level of
service for the different trips by trip lengths. There are
f i ve di vi si ons of trip lengths. The effect of number of
buses and number of demands per hour on mean level of
service by trip lengths is shown in Figures 6-16 and 6-17.
It is interesting to note from these figures that the
mean level of service is better for longer trips within the
study area under the same conditions. This could be
interpreted by studying the definition of level of service.
The level of service for a certain trip is the summation of
waiting time plus the bus travel time divided by the mean
direct travel time.
Waiting time + travel time _ Total Service time
"
Mean direct travel time " Mean direct traveltime
For short trips the waiting time constitutes a major
element of the total time. Travel time by bus being close
to the direct travel time produces a large numerator
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level of service. This effect decreases as the trip length
increases. The waiting time is independent of the effect
of trip length and approximately uniform 1n value. The
travel time increases with the increase of trip length and
consequently forms the major part of the total time. Being
close in value to the direct travel time, it produces, on
the whole, a lower value of level of service.
It can, therefore, be concluded that under the same
conditions, the Dial-A-Ride system best serves trip lengths
of 2 to 5 miles within the study area.
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CHAPTER 7: COST ANALYSIS
Intro duct ion
The cost analysis will determine the feasibility of
operation of the two bus modes under different demand
levels at a required level of service. The mean level of
service that 1s considered to be acceptable to the public,
as discussed previously is equal to 2.2 to 2.5 times the
mean direct auto travel time. The cost analysis of the
different operations was Investigated at this measure of
level of service. But the measure of service for the two
bus systems is not quite the same except from the time
consumption point of view. The demand-responsive bus
system 1n contrast to the fixed-route bus system offers a
door-to-door service with confortable waiting times and no
walking is Involved. It offers a better service to the
customers even where the timespent by the xisers on both
systems is the same. However the importance of walking to
the bus stop and waiting on the streets is rather a
qualitative measure and it is hard to incorporate in
calculating the measure of service. This research
considered the total time spent by the users on the system
as the only measure for comparing the levels of service
offered by the two bus alternatives.
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The cost of a bus system will depend mainly on the
number of buses in operation. The drivers' wages and the
operating cost of the vehicles constitute the major
component of the total system cost. In case of demand-
responsive bus systems, the cost of dispatching and the
cost of computer assignment will add another component to
the total cost. Before the cost of the two systems 1s
studied, the number of buses required to serve the various
demand levels will be discussed first.
Analysis of the Results of the Two Bus Systems
The design of the two bus systems, which are studied
in Chapters 5 and 6 reveals the number of buses needed to
serve the various demand levels for a certain level of
service. The results are tabulated below for a 2.2 to 2.5
mean level of service.
Demand Per hour Number of Buses Type of System
up to 750* 15 Fixed-Route
150 14 Dial-A-Ride
120 12 Dial -A-Ride
90 10 D1al-A-Ride
60 8 Dial-A-Ride
30 5 Di al -A-Ri de
*750 = Available passenger seats per hour
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It is seen from the above results that for a demand
greater than 150 persons per hour, the fixed-route bus
system requires less number of buses than the Dial-A-Ride
to provide the same level of service. Consequently its
cost will be cheaper than Dial-A-Ride because of its less
sophisticated control systems. The high demands, those
greater than 150 persons per hour, occur during the peak
hours of the day in Greater Lafayette Area. Therefore the
fixed-route system provides a better alternative during
these hours.
For demand less than 150 persons per hour, the Dial-A-
Ride system requires less than 15 buses to provide the
same level of service. However the total system cost could
be less, equal, or greater than that of the fixed-route
system, depending on the number of Dial-A-Ride buses in
operation. This is mainly due to the addi ti onal administra-
tive and operative cost required by the Dial-A-Ride system
The cost analysis investigated the break-even point between
the cost of the two systems. The break-even point represents
the number of Dial-A-Ride buses in operation that would
produce the same total cost as the 15 buses in the fixed
route system. Below that number of buses the Dial-A-Ride
system would provide a better alternative than the fixed-
route system.
Hence, the cost analysis investigated the operating
cost per hour of the following systems:
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1. A 15 bus system operating on the developed fixed
routes of Greater Lafayette Area.
2. A number of Dial-A-Ride buses that would be
equivalent in cost to the fixed-route system.
The costs for such common items between the two
systems, as land cost, terminal facilities costs, and
common administrative costs are not considered in the
analysis. It is difficult to calculate their costs per
hour and they might obscure the total operating costs.
Besides they don't offer any valuable information for the
comparison of the two systems which is the main purpose of
the analysis.
Cost Analysis of the Fixed-Route System
The following vehicle characteristics and operating






Twin Coach Type - Gasoline
12 mph Average speed (inc. stops)
12 Hrs/Day 144 miles/Day
365 Days/Year 52500 miles/Year
4380 hours/year
The 12 hours per day cover the non-peak operating hours
of the system. It is already established that the fixed-
route system is a better alternative during the peak hours.
During the non-peak hours the choice between the two bus
systems will depend on their cost comparison.
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The total operating cost of the fixed-route system is
summarized in the following table.
Purchase Cost of 15 buses:
$506,000; Capital Recovery
cost assuming a 10-year
life expectancy, at an 8%
interest rate
Purchase Price of 15 Two-
Way Radio units with a base
station: $25,000; Capital




charges 15 mobile units at
$6 each per month 1 Base
unit at $12 per month
Insurance, 15 buses insured
at $700 each
Wages
15 Drivers at $3.20 per
hour plus 10% unemployment
taxes, social securities
and workman compensation
plus 57, Medication, Life
Insurance and Dri ver
Uni forms
Fuel at 16.94/gal Ion
at 4 .425 mi 1 es/gal 1 on
and at 12 miles/hour
Oil at 65c/gal Ion





























The cost figures were obtained from Greater Lafayette
Public Transportation Corporation. The administration
costs and the mechanics wages were not included in the
analysis since they are common to the operations of both
systems .
Cost Analysis of the Dial-A-Ride System
The following vehicle characteristics and operating









12 mph average speed (inc.
stops )
12 hrs/day 144 miles/day
365 days/year 52500 miles/year
4380 hours/day
In the Dial-A-Ride operation, the vehicle could be empty
and unassigned for a certain time, depending upon the demand
level and the number of vehicles in operation. For a 2.2
to 2.3 level of service, it is found from the simulation
experiments that the average percent time the vehicle is
unassigned is 1.25%. During this unassinged time the
vehicle would be waiting at its last stop for a new assign-
ment. This idle time, although it is small, will cut down
on the total miles traveled and on the fuel consumption.
The dial-A-Ride system would require a telephone
operator, a dispatcher, a computer, and public telephone
lines in addition to that needed for the operation of the
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fixed-route system. The computer cost is estimated to be
equal to 10 it per trip by the M.I.T. researchers (23).
But the number of trips that can be processed at the
required level of service cannot be evaluated, without
knowing the number of buses in operation. However, a
mathematical relationship could be developed between the
demand level and the number of vehicles, for a 2.2 to 2.3
level of service. From the results of the simulation
experiments shown in Figure 6-8 the number of buses increases
linearly with the increase of number of demands for demands
greater than 60 calls per hour. This could be represented
by the following function for number of buses greater or
equal to 8.
D = 60 + 15 (N-8) = 15N - 60
where
D is the number of demands per hour
N is the number of vehicles in operation
The following table summarizes the total operating
cost of the system according to the stated assumptions.
Purchase cost of N buses at
$10, 000 each; Capital
Recovery cost assuming a
3-year life expectancy at
an interest rate
Purchase cost of N two-way
radio units : $ 1 , 4 N ; a
base station $4,000; Capital
Recovery cost at 8% interest
rate assuming replacement
every 10 years




Instal 1 ation cost of 25
Direct-Public Telephone
Lines: $750; Capital
Recovery cost at 8%
interest rate assuming
replacement every 5 years
Monthly cost of 25 direct-
public telephone lines at
$14.50 each
Fixed Ratio Maintenance
Charges N mobile units at
$6 each per month; 1 Base
unit at $12 per month
Insurance
N buses insured at $700 each
Computer cost at 10<£ per
trip for (15M-60) demands
per hour
Wages
M Drivers at $3.68/hour each
1 Dispatcher at $3.80/hour




at 12 x 1.0125 mi les/hour
Oil at 65<t/gal 1 on






















$6 . 5881 N + 2.7018/hour
The cost figures were also obtained from Greater
Lafayette Public Transportation Corporation.
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The total cost per hour should be equal to the total
cost per hour of the fixed route system.
6. 5881 n + 2.7018 = 65.91
N = §Mf = 9 - 65 = io buses
Hence 10 buses of the Dial-A-Ride system would produce
the equivalent cost of 15 buses operating on the fixed-
route system. The demand served by 10 buses would be equal
to 90 calls per hour for the required level of service.
Therefore the Dial-A-Ride system would provide a better
alternative for demands less or equal to 90 calls per hour.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Concl us i cms
The research developed a methodology for the design
of fixed routes of a bus system in a small urban area.
Using this methodology it identified the best route
configuration of the fixed-route bus system to be
implemented in Greater Lafayette Area. A fifteen bus,
seven leg, three two-way loop system is considered to be
the best developed system. The medium size buses operate
on half-hour headways to provide a mean level of service
of 2.3 to 2.5 times the mean direct travel time. No cut
in service of the selected system is recommended because
the level of service would deteriorate rapidly to undesirable
limits.
The research also investigated the number of Dial-A-
Ride buses required tc satisfy demands of 30 to 150 calls
per hour for different levels of service. For a 2.2 to
2.3 mean level of service it is found that the number of
buses increases linearly with increasing demand level but
with a slope less than unity. At the same level of service
the rate of increase in vehicle productivity is quite slow
for demands above 120 calls per hour. This implies that
Dial-A-Ride would best operate in medium and low demand
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levels. In studying both the effect of demand level on
level of service and the effect of number of buses on
level of service it was clearly shown that to provide a
better mean level of service to more customers, more buses
should be used. The study has also concluded that the
Dial-A-Ride system best serves trip lengths of 2 to 5
miles within the Greater Lafayette Area.
The results obtained from this study also identify
the best operation in Greater Lafayette Area for the two
bus modes, the fixed-route and the Dial-A-Ride for the
different demand levels at a required level of service.
These results are tabulated below:
Condition: Level of Service=(2.2 to 2.5) x Auto
Travel Time
Demands /H our No. of B uses Type of Bus System
91-750 15 Fi xed-Route
90 10 Dial -A-Ride
60 8 Dial-A-Ride
30 5 Dial-A-Ride
From these results it can be concluded that the
fixed-route system provides a better bus system for high
demands, while Dial-A-Ride offers a better and less costly
service for low demands. This conclusion is valid only
when the concept of level of service as defined earlier,
is used as a yardstick for comparison between the two
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systems. In other words, if the time spent by the users
on the bus system compared to their auto travel time is
used as a measuring criteria.
The results are applicable specifically to the
Greater Lafayette Area. Hov/ever, if other areas have the
same size and structure as Greater Lafayette, the results
mi ght be used.
The study has confined its analysis to the many-to-
many form of the Dial-A-Ride system. Other forms such as
many-to-few and many-to-one have not been investigated.
In addition manual dispatching instead of computer dis-
patching has not been considered. It could be a more
viable form of dispatching at very low demands. Yet its
effect on the level of service should be well investigated
especially in a large size area as Lafayette with many-to-
many form of operation.
Recommendations for Further Research
This research is a pioneer in the field of comparing
the two bus modes, the fixed-route and the demand-responsive
bus systems that are most likely to be considered in small
urban areas. Additional research is needed 1n this field and
some of the research ideas are listed below:
1. To compare the two bus modes for different area
sizes and different area structures.
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2. To determine the importance of walking to and
waiting at bus stops by the users with respect
to their total travel time by bus.
3. To investigate the waiting time distributions
of fixed-route bus users for different bus head-
ways and area coverage.
4. To study the advantages and the disadvantages of
implementing a many-to-few instead of many-to-
many Dial-A-Ride system in low demand hours.
5. To study the effects of manual dispatching vs
computer dispatching on the levels of service
offered by the Dial-A-Ride system. This could
not be studied, until a computer dispatching
system is in operation, which is non-existent
till this date.
Recommendations for Implementation
The proper hourly distribution of demand is hard to
predict before implementing the bus systems. Hence it is
difficult to find before hand the right combination of the
two bus modes for the different operating hours of the day
Since the fixed-route system is a better system for high
demands it is always safe to start by implementing it
during the whole operating hours for at least 3 to 6
months. When enough and stabilized information on the
demand distribution is obtained, then a decision on the
169
application of the two bus systems for the different
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Appendix A reports the calculation of the level of
service of the fixed-route bus system. Table A-l shows
the cumulative frequency of a zone for being a source of
origin and a source of destination for a particular demand
Table A-2 shows the level of service for 50 demands for
a walking and waiting time of 15 and 20 minutes. The
level of service for 30 minutes walking and waiting time
could be calculated as follows:
2.78 + (2.78 - 2.35) j^' ^j = 3.64
Figure A-l shows the desire lines of travel for the
50 demands.
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TABLE A-l TRAFFIC ZONE CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES
OF CONTAINING ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS
Cumulative Frequency












































































Number of working fore* Tola! population
equal and greater than 62 yean old
number of people lew than 18 yeari old - number of people
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45 2.15 50 239
7 100 3 12 18 33 2.51 38 2.90
8 200 210 10 6.50 10.30 25
30
2.38 30 2.85
9 1 06 002
001






10 603 15 _ 7.80
18.20
9.62
30 2.54 35 2 96
1 1 6 10 3 10 32 47 2. I 1 52 2 34
12 316 002 22 37 2.76 42 3.14
13 610 001 20 13.00 35 2.05 40 235
14 316 502 33 16.64 20.64 48 2 32 53 2 56
13 315 001 23 13.00 17.00 38 2.23 43 253

















2 1.32 25.32 55 2.17 60 2 37















15.60 19.60 47 2 39 52 265
2 3930
22
16.90 2090 45 2 15 50




5.20 9.20 21 2.28 26 282











1648 42 2.34 47 2.83






















13.70 38 242 43 2.73





















































































































2.2542 303 608 30 18 20
43 205 502 18 1 1.70 38 2.42
44 401 502 13 6.76 10.76 28 33 3.06
45 602 002 10 6 50 1050 25 2 38 30 2.85
46 315 2 10 30 13.00 17.00 45 264 50 2.94
47 100 502 1 3 7.80 11.80 28
28
2.37 33 279
48 400 310 1 3 8.84 12 84 2.18 33 2.57
49 602 608 1 1 7.80 11.80 26 2.20 31 2.62
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This appendix shows a sample of the input and output
data of the Dial-A-Ride computer simulation. Explanatory
information on the output data is provided and has been
taken from the Basic Program Implementation and User's
Gui de of the computer simulation package.
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TABLE B-l A SAMPLE OF INPUT DATA
DAT* STARTS MERE
01 00.0
l* 20 20 12 li
0-1 4 00
14 12 4.0 0.01 IS.
0.79 1.3 4.0
1 43741 1.0
999. 9.9 99. 9,9 999.
_ 0.0 0.0 _» 0.0





















1 0.000 1.000 1
1 0.000 1.000 2
1 0.000 1.000 3
1 o.ooo i.oflo 4
1 1.000 2.100 9
3 0.400 0.000 4
1 0.230 0.900 7














~1.0T J. 26 I
0.73 9.20 1
0.00 3.20










































73 3.73 40 20
*$ 4. 91 6
73 4.13
43 4.13 20 10
%i 4.93 T6 13
33 5.05 10 3
23 3.13 20 40
43 3.55 26 Y






65 2.47 25 10
22 1.78 20 10
85 1.45 15 20
17 1.37 80 SO
60 0.83
73 1.78 3 3
60 3.20
80 1.37 30 60
17 1.71 20 20
05 1.45 10 40
50 3.68230 70
00 3.55 10 60
75 3.55 20 60
22 2.75 40 15
00 S.10 40206
22 3.10 20 13
22 3.33 20 15
00 3.76




80 4.63 5 5
30 4.63 20 3
60 5.55
30 5.55
60 4.20 20 10
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OUTPUT DATA
a) FULL STATISTICAL OUTPUT
Most of the information provided in a full statistical
output is self explanatory. The "normalized" quantities
are calculated by dividing the quantity by its corresponding
constraint and then averaging over all demands (or
passengers )
.
The "weighted normalized" mean times are obtained by
summing the total times and dividing by the sum of the
total time constraints for all demands (or passengers).
Note that the "weighted normalized" quantities weight
the longer trips more heavily than the shorter trips while
the "normalized" quantities weight them all equally.
Level of service is defined in the context of this
basic program as the total system time (waiting time plus
travel time) divided by the direct automobile travel time.
The Measure of Service is defined as the total system time
divided by the sum of the direct automobile travel time
and the variable ACCESS that is read in on Line 6.
Vehicle productivity is the average number of pass-
engers served per hour over the entire run for all
veh i cles .
If the number of passengers/demand is not 1, statistics
taken "by demand" should be different than those taken,
"by passenger".
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b) SYSTEM STATUS DUMP
This is easily interpreted once the abbreviations
are understood. In the active demand list:
DN - demand number (becomes negative when a demand
is del i vered)
0X,0Y - coordinates of the origin of the demand
DX.DY - coordinates of the destiation of the demand
PC - number of passengers ("passenger content") in
the demand
PRTY - priority class of the demand
DTIME - time that the demand arose
DPTIME - time that the demand was picked up (if
DPTIME = 0.0, the demand has not yet been picked up)
In the vehicle tour list:
DN - demand associated with this stop
TX,TY - coordinates of this stop
P - if stop is a pickup, this is the pointer to the
corresponding delivery stop. If stop is a delivery,
pointer is set to -1.
TIME - expec'ted arrival time at this stop
CONST - link constraint (negative if a constraint on
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This appendix shows the Dial-A-Ride simulation zones,
their demographic characteristics, their coordinates,
their relative probability weights of containing origins
and destinations , and the desire lines of travel for 60
demands per hour for the different simulation runs.
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FIGURE C-2 DESIRE LINES OF TRAVEL OF
SIMULATION RUN NUMBER I
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FIGURE C-3 DESIRE LINES OF TRAVEL OF
SIMULATION RUN NUMBER 2
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FIGURE C-4 DESIRE LINES OF TRAVEL OF




FIGURE C-5 DESIRE LINES OF TRAVEL OF
SIMULATION RUN NUMBER 4
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APPENDIX D
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